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SBP/SB VP '91 candida tes announ ced
. La-wrence and Reid proclailll:
'We're
ready for it and -we can handle it'

By Katelyn Randall •

News Reporter
Malinda Lawrence and Susan Reid
are running for student body
president and student body vice
president on a platform which
emphasizes student involvement
in policy changes.
"When I make a commitment I
keep it," said Reid.
"We're ready for it and we qm

"We want to make sure that when
they streamline the Conduct
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News Report~r
As candidates for student
body president and vice president,
ROb varsaIone and c orey And rus
ho etobrin theTOGAPartyinto
P
g
office next year.
. ,
No, the TOGA Party isn t
some WI'Id , Greek beer-b ash · It' s
an acronym for the Triumvirate
Organization and Government

formed here on campus.
The "triumvirate" is an organization that Varsalone and
Andn1s would like to bring to
·
UNH. Modeled after an orgaruzation at University of California
at Berkley their triumvirate is an
' made up of faculty:
organization
'
please see VARSALONE,
page 11
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Real perspective on Dean Sanborn
By Michael Clark
News Reporter
He extended his hand, introducing himself as "Gregg," and
asked if I would like a seat. He did
not sit at his desk, which faces his
office window to-the outdoors that

Profiles of
Administration
he loves so much. He sat down at
whatresembledacommonkitchen
table, and s~arted to talk about
jobs, college and people.
This was Gregg Sanborn, the
. current dean of Student Affairs.
This was the other side of a man
who has been working within
UNH administration since 1980.
This wasthefatherofthree, the ski
fanatic, the man who has always
wanted to own his own restaurant.
To keep his job from over- whelming him, Sanborn has chosen to live outside Durham and
allocate blocks of time to spend
time with his children, especially
his 10-year-old son.
"I value my family very
highly. I have learned a lot from
them, and I feel that it is very
important to stay involved with
them."
He also said he tries to remain
active, which means playing tennis, golfing, biking, or skiing. He
has even pledged to himself to
take up a new activity each year,
despite hisast~. Ideas for future
activities include surfing, rafting,
or tnaybe windsurfing, even
though he says he's not very good
at any sport. But, he said, it's good
therapy.

Sanborn was born and raised
in New Hampshire, and has had
very close ties to the University
for most of his life. He graduated
from UNH in 1966, and after
serving as a navigator with the
U.S. Air Force, went back to work
on his graduate degree in 1971.
"I'm a UNH product," said
the salt-and-pepper haired
Sanborn. "I've been an undergrad,
a graduate student, an alum, a
member of theadministration,and
a UNH student's parent. I have
many different roles."
''The real challenge is trying
to balance all of them. Sometimes
it is difficult, with the high demands of my job."
Sanborn said he starts working at seven in the morning, and
_sometimes doesn't get to leave
Thompson Hall until nine at night.
Even when he gets to leave early,
there's always those emergency
phone calls.
In ten years with the administration, he says no two days have
ever been alike~Thereis no routine,
but the job gets hectic at times.
Even when he is on some
vacation UNH is wherever he
goes. Many times he has run into
students or alumni, who usually ·
identify themselves by saying, ''Is
that who I think it is?"
''It's very gratifying to meet
with them," said Sanborn. "UNH
has been good tomeovertheyears,
and it's a great reward to see how
their experience has helped them.."
Sanborn said it is this desire
to help the institut~on and to give
the students the same opportunities' that were opened to him that
has shaped his ideas about policymaking.

"I am not motivated bypo,wer
or money, but by being able to
help and see students grow and
develop," said Sanborn. 11I have to
be able to live with myself after
making decisions that affect others, but I try to keep that guiding
principle in mind."
Many students have strong
opinions about the dean, his decision making, and effects on the
student body. One UNH junior
said he feels that Dean Sanborn
cares little about students' needs
and demands, but is concerned
only with his own interests.
One sophomore student who
asked to remain anonymous,.said
that she felt Dean Sanborn was
interested in keeping students out
of the decision-making process,
so that he could do whatever he
wanted.
''It's frustrating to see that
there is an attitude that exists
within this bureaucracy that UNH
would be a lot better without Dean Sanborn addresses students recently. (Ed Sawyer, phtot)
students," said Dean Sanborn.
"The reason we are here is to a different job in a few·years, but I
support the students, to allow want something different. Maybe
them to get their ed. ucation. Some my own business .or something,
just as long as I am serving people."
tend tQ forget that goal."
Sanborn said he encourages
the student. vocalization even
though it might not be convenient
for faculty and administration.
Ideally, he said, he would like to
involve students with everything,
7
to help the institution to respond
to the needs of the students.
"I want to do the best job I can
to support the University," he said.
20
"But I don't think it will benefit
<
t p .P,.' ~
anyone if I stay here for the rest of
my life. I'm at the point in my life
. 1108, MUB
where I-want to decide where I
want to finish my career. I'll want
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Saddam Hussein
Israeli Government
Nearly Topples Rebels , Seeks to Stop Palestinian Problems Continue in
U.S.S.R With Laborers
Saddam Hussein appeared to be close to putting
Attacks
down a Kurdish rebellion after weeks of struggle.
Striking coal miners threatened to flood mines
Baghdad said its troops were within 25 miles of the
border with Turkey after retaking a series of northern towns, including Irbil and Dakuk, the town
used as rebel headquarters~ Rebels disputed the
claim and no independent confirmation was available. But Baghdad earlier deflated rebel claims of
resistance by taking Western reporters on a tour of
Kirkuk, where the government offensive began last
week.

Yugoslavia's President
Tries to Maintain
Order
_

Israel's security cabinet ordered tough new measures ·
aimed at deterring Palestinian attacks on Israeli citizens,
the state-media reported. The cabinet, meeting in secret
se$ion, voted to expel Arabs deemed to have encouraged attacks and demolish their homes. Further restrictions on Arabs entering Israel from occupied territories
were also passed.

Albanians Come Out in
Masses to Exercise Their
Right to V9te

Albanian officials said 95% of the country's eligible
voters had cast ballots in multi.party elections that may
Yugoslavia's president ordered the army into Croatia to provide a verdict on 46 years of Stalinist rule in the
keep order following a clash between police and ethnic · Balkan nation. Officials said results weren't expected
Serbs who !1'1d seized a national park on t~e Croatian side before Monday in the voting, which placed the ruling
of the Serbian bo~der. Two people, a pohc~ ~fficer and a Communists against a four-month-old Democratic Party oppro~ster, ~ killed _and 21 people were mJured when position. Many in the nation hope the vote will lead to a more
favorable situation wh~e citizens no longer sneak out of the
police moved m to dnve the protesters from the park.
country in masses.

unless Russian lawmakers meet their economic
and political demands which include the resignation of Gorbachev. The threat came during a
Russian Parliament se$iOn that has been preoccupied with a struggle between supporters and
opponents of Yeltsin, the republic's president.
The action signified the drastic steps citizens were
preparing to take in order to implemerit change
rapidly.

South African Leaders
Fail in Peace Talks
Nelson Mandela, leader of the African National
Congress, and Buthelezi, leader of the Zulu Inkatha·
group, failed in five hours of talks to reach peace.
The two leaders searched for a formula that would

end black factional fighting that has claimed the
5,000 lives in the past five years.
The meeting took place only hours before there were

PAGE 3
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No money to pay
student employee s.
at Dimond library
By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
As potential budget cuts from
Concord loom over UNH as a
whole, Dimond Library is already
finding it a day-to-day struggle to
keep operating efficiently.
University Librarian Ruth
Katz said it could be several years
beforethelibraryfsabletofunction
at 100 percent efficiency.
While the library has not
suffered cuts to its budget, money
available for hourly-personnel
wages has run out, according to
Katz. As a result, $9400 has been
taken from the collections budget
and placed into the hourly-personnel budget to help alleviate the
problem. Katz said this ·money
may not be enough to get the library through the year. She said
thelibrarymayneed "anotherfew
thousand."
Katz said that in the past it
has been her doctrine to "never
touch the collection budget." She
said, however, that in this case the
library did not have a choice. "It is
the only line we have any money
in," she said.
The library is waiting for decisions to be made in Concord
concerning budget cuts, Katz said.
It is also waiting for the results of
the Allocation of Resources Ta!ik
Group study, she added.

According to Fred Schuner,
associate vice president of finance,
•the group was formed for the first
time in UNH history this year to
look into every program, facility,
· and department of the University
and decide how money should be
allocated in the face of potential
budget cuts. Schuner said the Pmem ber group is examining
where money should and could
be moved using the worst possible
scenario that could come from
Concord.
Katz said the administration
is being as helpful as it can be with
regards to the library's troubl~s.
''They just don't have anything to
give me," she said.
According to Katz, the money
budgeted for hourly wages has
remained fairly steady fort he past
ten years. This year it was budgeted at $109,000.
At1 the number of hours students were originally working, the
library would have paid student
employees $203,000 by the end of
the year.
In the past, library staff retirements have been used as salary
saving practices because money
left over was used to pay student
employees. .
This year, however, there were no
retirements.
It is also difficult to keep the

............

-~.:--
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Dimond Libraiy may nm out of funds to pay their student employees. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)
library staffed adequately because
of its design. There are service
desks on five of the six floors, all of
which must be staffed. ''The layout of the building works against
us," said Katz.
Student hours were cut in late
February in response to the lack of
money. Meetings are now held
twice a week to closely analyze
the hours and payments of each

student employee to watch for
possible problems and make sure
adjustments are made.
The possibility exists that the
hours the library is open could be
reduced if the situation grows
worse. There have been no definite decisions on this, however.
Katz also said that reducing hours
to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. has never been
discussed, contrary to rumors circulating about campus.

Katz remains optimistic of the
library's future, however. ''There
is a real move (in the administration) to help the library," she said.
Katz feels there will be money
provided to the library "when
there is something to be shared.",
The library is not alone in its
troubles, she said. A lot of people
are as bad off as us. We're just
waiting on Concord."

············•.•,··.·.·.··.·.:-:,:-:-:-:,:-·-·,···.

of $54.2 million. According to a
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
series of budget bulletins released
Staff Reporter
The New Hampshire House by the house over the past month,
of Representative's proposed other state agencies would be
budget could leave the University similarly affected.
According to Hager, there is
System of New Hampshire
(USNH) faced with cuts of up to no easy solution to the state's fis17 percent of its current funding. cal woes, other than its ability to
According to a fact sheet re- raise revenue and meet its costs.
Hager said although the
leased by USNH, the system could
face layoffs of "up to 250 faculty house has made strong statements
and administrative staff (in addi- in favor of supporting USNH, she
tion to the 253 currently unfilled anticipates that the system will
positions), reduce educational suffer from the state's budget
programs and public services, problems.
.
Hager said the governor's
defer purchases of supplies and
equipment, curtail academic sup- office has not provided any assisport and student services, reduce tance in helping the house confront
curricular activities and would the prQblem of finding funding
force trustees to consider larger for higher education for New
in-state student tuition increases." Hampshire.
_
Hager said, ultimately it is a
Governor Gregg suggested a
5.4 percent budget cut in his pro- matter of raising revenue, which
posal for fiscal year 1992 and level would come in the form of either a
funding for 1993. According to new tax or some type of tax reform.
House Appropriations Chairman The house and the senate are
Elizabeth Hager (R.-Concord), the currently reviewing both an inchances of USNH receiving ad- cometax bill and a business profits
equate funding will depend upon tax reform bill.
If the house passes both house
the state's ability to increase revenues over the current funded bills 25A and 26A, Hager said,
levels.
USNH will eventually receive an
There are two money bills in increase of 5 percent over fiscal
the house that affect USNH. One, year 1992-93, an increase
house bill 25A, is based on current . aq1.ounting to approximately $9.9
funding levels. The other, house million.
According to Senator Roger
bill 26A, is based on proJected revenues. If the house is unable to Heath (R., Sandwich) the Univer-pass both house.bills, USNH will sity should not have to cut sensibe left with cuts of up to 17 percent tive areas because of budget cuts.
less than the current year's budget Heath said he believes that this is
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UCB changes may
alter procedur es
By Heather Osborne
Staff Reporter
The Student Conduct Oversight Committee's (SCOC) subgroup on the conduct board structure decided yesterday to recommend a reduction in qmduct board
size from 6 or 7 members to 3 or 4
members and to combine the residential life conduct board and
University conduct board.
The group also recommended that conduct board hearing p~cedures be changed so that
the accused party·gives his side of
the story after the reporting party
explains the charges and that
graduate students be appointed to
boards that hear graduate students'
cases.
The recommendations were
made after the sub-group reviewed
suggestionsmadebystudentswho
had been processed through the
conduct system .and members of
the University community. The
suggestions were made in response
totheettersSCOCsentourinOctober requesting ideas for improving
the conduct system.
According to Jim Pollard,
subcommittee member and professorofplantsciences,suggestions
in unsolicited letters fr~?1 other
members o~ the community ~~re
also taken mto accoun~ and dis- .
cussed by the su~omm1ttee.
The final reV1ew of the conduct board is expected to be_ completed by early May, according to
Kathleen McCartney, chairperson
of the SCOC. ·

Brown said the subcommittee voted to recommend smaller
conduct boards made up of one
faculty member, two students and
one staff member because of the
difficulty in training and coordinating the current conduct system.
"The idea is that, because
there are so many board members," said Brown, "itisdiffictiltto
train them and get them together
for meetings and hearings."
Barb Brueggeman,directorof
the University Conduct Board,
said she hoped there would be a
reductioninthenumberofpeople
on some of the conduct boards
because of the difficulty involved
in effectively training a large group
of people.
"Right now, there are 60
people in the conduct system, and
there is a fear that those numbers
compromisetheconsistencyofthe
system," she said. "It is nice having all constituencies, though, becaµse it reflects nicely that we are
a community here."
Brown said he did not object
to making the boards smaller as
long as student participation did
not decrease.
"Since students are the ones
that are impacted more than any
other group," said Brown,"! feel
that they- should really remain
involved in_a significant way."
Kellie Wardman UNH senior and chairperson ofone of the
University conduct boards said
the current number of board
members was ·to a student's ad-

vantage.
"If there are more people on
said
board,"
a
Wardman,"students are more
likely to receive an unbiased decision."
According to Brown, the subgroup also recommended that the
Universitycond uct boards and the
residentiallifeboardsbecombined
tohelpmovethisyear'sincreased
number of cases through the systern more quickly.
"It would seem that generally the residential •life boards
would be busier because most of
their cases deal with eviction. For
example, right now, there could
be 10 cases pending in residential
life and none in the Univer$ity

one board to deal with a whole
range of cases, it will hopefully
make it easier to get cases
through."
Currently, there are six
conduct boards that deal with a
variety of issues; one board that
handles appeals, two residential
life boards that handle such cases
as alcohol violations, a student
organizations board, and two
University conduct boards that
handle more serious cases.
Wardman said that she
thought it was a good idea to keep
the boards separate.
''You get used to doing certain
kinds of cases," said Wardman.
"(Boardmembers)becomegoodat
what they doandfhat gives them

ATIONAL NEW~roBRIEF~

make decisions."
According to Brown, although the severity of cases often
differs in the two boards, the
training procedures of the two
different boards are similar.
"While it's true that that the
University conduct boards have
gotten familiar with more serious
cases, the training has been the
same up to this point," said Brown.
"There is a real agreem~nt that
training has been lacking in the
past and that it needs a lot of attention, but training is just in
making decisions about responsibility. There really isn't much difference in the way decisions have
to be made. It's really the same
proc s."
olease see UCB, page 14
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Republicans and
Democrats Prepare for
Battle in Senate
The GOP faces problems in retaking Senate seats
despite Democratic woes from the war victory.
Needing a gain of five seats to wrest control, GOP
strategists see possibilities in Washington state,
where incumbent Adams has personal and ethical
problems; Connecticut, where the GOP may field
a war veteran against Dodd; and the Carolinas,
where popular Govs. Martin and Campbell come
under heavy pressur~ to take on Sanford and
Hollings, both deemed vulnerable because of their
anti-force vote.

Senate Moves Toward
Social Security
Payroll-tax Cut
The Senate moved closer to passing the social
security cut last week with varied opinions in
Washington. Majority leader George Mitchell Rebuffed GOP leader Robert Dole's request for help
in closing a loophole in the new budget making it
easier for the cut to pass. But top House Democrats
continue to resist the cut, setting the stage for a
budget stalemate this spring.

1
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Heath and Human
Services Chair Opposes
Cigarette Sponsorship
Anti-smoking HHS Secretary Sullivan complains that
a Virginia Slim tennis tournament is to be held on U.S.
National Park Service grounds in Washington this
summer. Sullivan claimed that no government grounds
should be used to benefit a company that produces a
proven dangerous product. Interior chief Lujan agreed
to review the policy for the future, but said he can't
break the contract with Philip Morris Co. this year.

Economy May Be On
The Rise
The index of leading indicators climbed 1.1 % in February, ending in a string of six declines. The increase, the
biggest in more than two and one half years, offered
the best evidence yet that the recession will be short
and shallow compared to other downturns. Higher
stock prices and recovering consumer confidence(
factors that are more sensitive to psychology that to
h~rd economics) accounted for most of the increase.

Supreme _Court's
Caseload Piles With
Issues
Controversies loom as the Supreme Court works
through a heavy load of hot issues. Several cases
may be vehicl~s to accelerate the justices' cutback
on the rights of accused criminals. Another controversy is over a ban on federal funds for abortion
counseling. First Amendment issues are raised by
cases involving allegations of altered quotation in a
magazine article, a newspaper's breach of a
reporter's promise of anonymity, and nude dancing.
Each of these issued has support groups gearing up
for a fight.

NCR and AT&T Finally
Resolve Their
Differences
Computer maker NCR and hostile suitor AT&T
indicated a willingness to end their impasse. AT&T
is believed to have won a bid to replace four NCR
directors but failed to oust the entire board. In its
fight to acquire a more potent computer division,
AT&T tried to accumulate a majority of the stock
and thereby gain control of the corporation, but
NCR appears to have been successful in fending off
the communications giant. _
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DiVersity · course
required in '92
By Walter Gregg
News Reporter
Incoming freshmen in 1992
will be required to become familiar with other cultures, subcultures
and minorities by taltjng a diversity course, according to a bill
passed Monday night by Academic Senate.
Becky Hessler, _chair of the
Acad~~k Affairs Council of the
Student Senate, said the bill will
require every undergraduate studentto complete a course that will
help him or her understand diversity.
The diversity requirement
will not be an addition to the requirements that students already
have to take. The chosen course
may be used to simultaneously
fulfill a GenEd, a major or minor
requirement or an elective, she
said.
Student Senate defined diversity as "the acceptance and understanding of microcultures, such

as gender, ethnicity and race, religion, socioeconomic status, age
sexual preference, differentlyabled status and sociographic
background."
According to Donald Green,
chairoftheAcademicSenate, "The
bill brings to fruition the motion
from the Student Senate, a motion
that enables us to be certain that
some aspects of diversity will be
familiar to students who graduate," said Green.
Among those who voted
against this particular motion was
Political Science Professor Bernard
Gordon, who said he felt that "it
was a badly written motion,"
which was "un clear to st art."
Gordon said the motion failed to
mention all possible areas of diversity· and wouldn't allow students a broad enough choice of
diversity courses. "Rights of students are being trampled on
something awful," said Gordon.
"Why are students allowing this
to happen?"
·

TUESDAY, APRIL 2
BROWN BAG SERIES- "Computers and Visual Stress," Dr. Edward Godnig. Carroll Room, MUB, 12:30 to
1:30 p.m.
DISABILITY PRIDE WEEK:
"Sexuality and People with Disabilities," Kathleen Gill, Ph.D. Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 12:30p.m.
Sign Language class- Hillsborough Room, MUB, 6 to 8 p.m.
Discussion - Disability Awareness. Sullivan Rm, MUB, 8:30 pm
EXHIBIT OPENING - 'Comradiery and Rivalry," Collaborative paints and writings by Donna M. Tartaglia
and Melissa Weeks, Fine Arts Students. Room A202, Paul Arts, 5 to 7 p.m. free. Thru 4/12. Hours by
appointment, 862-2190, except 4/5 and 4/12 hours are 8 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.

a

LECTURE - Eileen Stevens ·wm speak about the death of her son, Chuck, due to hazing incident, and
alternatives to hazing. Spo!'sored by Delta Zeta. Granite State Room, MUB, 7 p.m., free.
ITALIAN FILM - "La tragedia di un uomo ridicolo." Murkland Auditorium, 7 p.m., $2 donation.
FA<:;ULTY LECTURE - "The Granite Crystal Ball: Prospects for the NH Economy," Evangelos Simos, Prof.
of Economics. Alumni Center~ 7:30 p.m. Information: 1087.
FLUTE FREN2Y - UNH Flute Ensemble with Peggy Vagts, directing. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.,
free.
UNIVERSITY THEATER SPRING PERFORMANCE - Theater and dance featuring new works. Hennessy
Theater, 8 p.m., free.
·

Don'tjust
look-smart ...
Act it!

Write

for
The
NEW
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THURSDAY, APRIL 4
GALLERY SERIES- Jazz concert by pianist Paul Verrette, UNH Assoc. ~rof. & guest artist David Ballou on
trumpet. Paul Arts, noon, free.
WRITERS SERIES- "new Voices: The Challenge of Diversity," Trudier Harris, University of North Carolina,
on the relationship between black and white women iri literature. Room 129, Hamilton Smith, 12:~ to 2 p.m.
DISABILITY PRIDE WEEK - Disability panel featuring disabled faculty, students and staff. POSI'PONED
UNTIL APRIL 17.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "Affirmative Action: A Scratch and Sniff Approach to Justice Concerns,"
Faye Crosby, PsycholQgy, Smith College. Room 101, Conant, 3:45 p.m.
MUSO FILM- ''Pump Up the Volume." Strafford Room, MUB, 5, 7:30·and ·l0 p.m.
MATH CAREER NIGHT - Panelists-{former UNH math majors) from AFGAA Q~mpugraphics, The New
England, Durzy and Mathias Financial Services, Chubb Life America, arid Winnacunnet High School discuss
their jobs and career opportunities. Followed by question/answer period. Alumni Center, 7 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER - UNH Dance Theater. Johnson Theater, 7 p.m ..
LECTURE- (Biotechnology, Values & Women) ''Nature, Nurture and the Human Genome," Evelyn Fox
Keller, University of ~alif. at Berkeley. New England Center, 7:30 p.m.
CABARET - Gulf Bowl is over and it's time for a post-game wrap up; and evening op political satire, skits,
songs, and rock-n-roll. Sponsored by Progressive Student Network. Granite State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., free
for students, $5 general.
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When it comes to budget cuts, what are you most afraid wil(be cut?

Stephen DuBois
Sociology
Junior

"I'm afraid of losing special programs like student activities. I'm
most concerned about intramural
sports. Sports add to a more well
rounded.education. Instead of book
smarts you learn how to relate to
people."

ohn Morris
o-Ch,emistry
Senior

"I'm afraid of the loss of teachers
and the fact that classes will get
even more crowded. With the loss
of teachers we'll have more lectures than discussions. We won't
have the contact b,,,etween_s tudents
and teachers that we need to have."

Kristen Downs
Undeclared
Freshman

_T he threat of continuing
budget cuts from the state of
New Hampshire has most everystudent wondering how they
will be effected.
Cuts in faculty funding
have students concerned.
Karen McNamara said she
already notices a lack of quality
professors because of budget
cuts.
For other students, the
worry of having good professors is not as pressing as is the
worry of simply having professors.
John Morris said fewer professors means crowded classes
that are harder to learn in.
Morris said the specialization and intricate details in
classes are being lost because
classes are too crowded.
Students are not the only
people suffering as a result of
decreased faculty and crowded
classes.
According to Liz Harvey,
the faculty is no~ particularly
happ.yaboutthesituationeither.
Harvey said, "I've noticed a
lot of bitterness and apathy in
the faculty because of budget
cuts."
While students agree that
learning inside the classroom is
important, some say outside activities are just as necessary.
Students say sports add a
lot to their educatipn. Some fear
they are going to be lost due to
budget cuts.
Stephen DuBois said sports
programs giving students discounts on athletic events and
the use of sports facilities add to
a well rounded education.
While most everyone has
their particular fear when it
comes to budget cuts,• some
students say the source of the
cuts is impossible to ignore.
McNamara said, ''The state
of New Hampshire really needs
to shape up when it comes to
education."

Compiled by Winifred Walsh

'1'mon the ski team and I'm afraid
they'll cut that. I think there's a
great program here."

Liz Harvey
Botany
Senior

·.K-··

-~·· .,...•·~;/!

·--~

"If tuition increases weren't my
biggest fear, the quality of education would be. I'm afraid of paying more for less. The mid-semester tuition increase really messed
things up for me last year."

Karen McNamara
Pre-Veterinary
Senior

"I'm afraid struggling students
will not be able to obtain an adequateeducation. It'ssadthatNew
Hampshire spends the least ·
amount of moneyoneducationand
the underpriviledged. We need an
income tax."..,

Scott Kibby
Physics
Senior

"I'm pi:obably afraid that things

like the library and professors will
be 91t. It's nice when professors
ha\'e time for students because
they're not · teaching too many
classes."
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Amn esty liber ates
those need ing help
contact, is put onto a case sheet
that is sent to the U.S. Amnesty
Reporter
News
In 1983, Amnesty Interna- offices located in cities such as
tional wrote letters to Sri Lankan Boston, Chicago, Washington,
government officials inquiring D.C. and New York. These offices
about the disappearance of Pon- in turn send cases out to communuthurai Kanagakulasingh am, a nity groups in the area to work on.
"We receive two types of cases
34-year-old Tamil, . who was re. portedlyarrested in 1982. Amnesty from the Boston headquarters:
International (AI) never received long term cases, which can last
three, five, eight years, such as the
any response.
Eight years later, Amnesty disappearance in Sri Lanka and
International' s Seacoast chapter urgent action cases," said Gilles
has not given up hope of freeing Lecompagnon, the coordinator of
people in Sri Lanka. Currently, the Seacoast chapter.
Lecompagnon joined Amthe Seacoast chapter's members
years ago after he heard
nestyeight
of
are working on a long term case
T h e about it through a friend who was
another disappearance.
chapter is also workingon,anoth er already involved. ''From an active
special project: firmly establishing point of view, the role that each
the new Al chapter that was re- individual has to take in society is
centlyintroduced atthe University protecting his or her own human
rights by protecting the human
of New Hampshire (UNH).
Sarah Buck, the student rep- rights of others."
"I don't think it's enough to
resentative of the Seacoast chapter
government run the counthe
let
and organizer of the UNH chapter,
said thegroup'sgoalis , "toeducate try," said Lecompagnon.
At the Al Seacoast chapter's
the campus community on the
Lecom pagnon said
meetings
human rights abuses around the
members study the background
world."
Although the group is small of their prisoner's country in(15 people attended the fi.rst cluding geography, politics, conmeeting held on Feb. 5), it is al- flicts within the country and huready strivingtoward helping free man rights violations.
''Then we write to the govprisoners.
in an appropriate,
ernmentofficials
first
the
Those who attended
meeting wrote letters· in an effort polite way asking them for inforto free prisoners of conscience in mation on 'the cases. Writing is
such countries as South Africa and most of our work," said
Nigeria, said Amy Seif, another Lecompagnon.
The Seacoast chapter has a ·
student who is helping to organize
group of 8 to 12 community
core
group.
the UNH AI
"Amnesty International re- members and its student memally depends on individuals and berships rise and fall with each
each person doing his or her part," semester.
Amnesty has been in existence
said Buck.
years. All of the letters from
27
for
to
are
AI
of
The mandates
free prisoners ofconscience (those prisoners, their families, journalwho don't advocate violence, but ists or even the governments are
have been jailed due to religious sent to AI headquarters in London.
In London, 200 lawyers,
beliefs or color), to require a fast
and fair trial for political prisoners journalists, people fluent in other
and to abolish the use of torture, languages and natives of various
countries cross-check the contents
as well as the death penalty.
All the information concern- in these letters to make sure that
ing each prisoner, as well as ad- the information given on these
dresses of government officials to. prisoners is valid.

By Sarah Robinson

ACADEMIC
PREMEDICAL/PREDENTAL STUDENTS: If planning to enter medical/ dental school in 1992 and
not taking the medical/ dental exams until this fall, you still have to go through the interview
process with the premed/ predental committee this semester. Call 3625 or stop by office, 14 Dimond
Library.
"CHCX)SING A MAJOR WORKSHOP": Having trouble selecting a course of study? These
workshops can help you with your decision making. Sign-up in advance in 203 Huddleston Hall.
Limit 10 per workship. Thurs. April 4, 2-4 p.m.; Mon. April 8, 10-noon; Wed. April 10, noon-2 p.m.;
Thurs. April 11, 2-4 p.m.; Tues. April 16~ noon-2 p.m.; Thurs. April 18, 10-noon.
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HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are · sponsored by Health Educationand held in Health
Services:
HIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous and confidential; available at the Office of Health
Education and Promotion: Mon. 9 a.m. -2:30 p.m.;Tues. 9-11:45 a.m. and Thurs.1-4 p.m. Call 8623823 for an appointment.
DISCUSSION GROUP: For gay men and men questioning their sexuality. Wednesdays, 6:30-8 p'.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room #201a, 1-2 p.m.

.
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NEWMARKET

STORAGE
*mini bins available \,
.
- all sizes
* Inside and outside boat
and auto storage
always available

UNHSum mer
Storage Special
Available
133 Exeter Road
Newmarket, ·NH

(603)659-7959

~f?!v,!:!~t~~
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1
People that the Crop Walk will be held on April 7 at 12
noon In C-lot. Your self-Initiated efforts to become
Involved In raising donations will be greatly
.
.
appreciated by all.
.:.
. .
58% Refugees o:Cthe Middle East
25% Local Homeless People
17% Administrative Cost.a

PLEASE

HELP

US

HELP

M~?:

OTHERS

-p ~ s.
Custom T-Shirts & Imprinted Sportswear
Promotional Advertising
Phone
Full-Color Brochures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banners
431-8)19
~H 03840
Greenlan~,
101,
Autumn Pond Park, Route
•
•
_ •
•
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By Ben Zipkin
Staff Reporter

On Wednesday, March
27, University of New Hampshire
police arrested a former UNH
employee on three charges, in-eluding a felony, according to
Chief Roger Beaudoin.
Gefei Zhang, of 113 Forest Park, Durham, has been
charged with attempted second
degree assault, a felony; and two
misdemeanors, -criminal threatening and criminal mischief.
According to Beaudoin,
his unit responded to Printing
Services, located in Hewitt Hall,
after a report was made that Zhang
had threatened a staff member
with a razor knife and cutter
shears. She was employed there
as a duplicating equipment operator.
When she saw the police
officer, Zhang struck the man in
the chest with the shears, but he
escaped unharmed because he was
wearing a protective vest.
After a struggle, Zhang
was taken into custody and
transported to Health Services. She
subsequently was taken to Portsmouth Pavillion forevaluationand
transferred to the Concord State
Hospital. After her release the next
~:lay, she was arrested on the three
charges. She is currently free on
$10,000 personal recognizance
bail, with a restraining order
banning her from Printing Services
and its employees.
~

Chief Beaudoin praises
the UNH Police for its excellent
handling of what was a potentially disastrous situation. '"The
operatJ.on went extremely well,
and I'm glad that none oftheoffic-

ers were seriously hurt," said
Beaudoin.
.
"It came as a surprise for
this woman to do this," said

--=-=--=-=-:--=--~~--.

MUB pigeon stads off apdng by laying egp in an ashtray. (Ed Sawyer, Photo)

Young Drive - Now Renting
$1155 per person, per semester
based on six person occupancy

742-6242 Fischer Agency

UNH

UNH
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Money 4windl es for
Progra mming fund
Fiona Strater
News Reporter

For many students the
end of spring semester marks the
depletion of bank accounts before
their summer jobs begin. But,
students aren't the only one's
running out of money right now,
the Programming Fund Organization (PFO) budget is dwindling
fast.
"They didn't realize they
were running out of money," Don
Harley, treasurer of the Student
Activity Fee Organization (SAFO)
andchieffinancialadvisorfor PFO,
said.
.
"PFO isn't in trouble,
they're just running out of money
as the school year runs out,"
Harley said.
The PFO budget is done
in January and February every
year and is based on the present
budget, which is $30,000.
Usually there's money
left over, but this year there won't
be, Harley said.
According to Harley,
PFO has requested an increase to
$32,000 for next year.
All organizations come

up with a proposal, which must
be brought in front of PFO, who
then decides which organizations
should be funded _o r not, PFO
Coordinator Maria Baryiames
said.
''There are a lot of organizations asking for a lot of
money," Baryiames said.
PFO funds organizations such as the Campus Activity
Board (CAB), the Progressive Student Network and Late Night at
UNH. CAB organizes events like
Homeco~ing, Winter Carnival
and Spring-Weekend.
The two events that
might be affected this spring by
the dwindling PFO budget would
be the Smith Hall Fiesta and Spring
· Weekend.
PFO is now making a
proposal that would place money
into the contingency fund, so that
PFO can carry out their plans for
Spring Weekend and the Smith
Hall Fiesta, Baryiames said.
· However, PFO must go
to the Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) and Student Senate before
getting money from the contingency fund.
According to H~rley, the

PFO Office handles money for student organizations (Ed Sawyer, Photo)
contingency fund is available to semester.
'The budget running out
all University recognized organiCAB has been steadily has happened before and shows
zations. The contingency.fund has maturing · and becoming better wise budgeting,"Harley said. It ·
$16,000init,and SAFCdetermines organized all year, Harley said, doesn't happen every year, but
the best application of the fund, adding that they have brought they're coming closer to the proHarley said.
more programs to UNH this year, jected budget.
CAB member Ron Davis, which weren't anticipated by the
According to Harley, if
co-chairperson of Spring Week- PFO budget planning last year. PFO was consistently over budend, said SAFC is very confident Harley said the additional pro- geted, it would affect the student
that the contingency fund will be grams might be one of the reasons activity fee, whichiscurrently$58.
able to help CAB with the rest of that the PFO budget is running Out of that $58, $3.16 goes to the
the money they will need for the out, Harley said.
PFO budget, he said.

UNH·

HE NEW HAMPSHIR
is now accepti ng applic.a tions for

Gain valuabl e busines s and adverts ing experien ce!
Come to The New Hampshir e Business Office room llOB, MUB
for more informatio n and an applicatio n
Monday 10:00a.m._to l:00p.m.

Tuesday through Friday 10:00a.m. to 2:00p.m.
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LAWRENCE, from page 1

FBI

Spe cia l Ag ent
Ca ree rs
.

Apr il 2, 7:00 p.m .
Mer rima ck Room, MUB
·Accouting, Foreign Language,
Other Majors
30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH 03820 I (603) 749-4383

~

PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

'Ifie W(:J{ ~
1Jance 'Ifieater Company
-t' .9ln.nua{ Concert

r

Ballet - Jazz - Mode m

March 29 & 30 - 8:00 p.m.

April 3 - 10:30 a.m.

ning in many different campus
organizations so I know how to
budget," said Lawrence. She said
that the cuts that will have to be
made next year will be very deep,
so it is important to watch what
is cut.
"It is really scary sitting in Task
Force meetings because millions
of dollars need to be cut," said
Lawrence.
Concern ing campus ~afety,
Lawrence and Reid said they
would like to see self-defense
offered as a course for credit, but
more importantly, the idea of a
"commu nity watch approac h"
where students look after each
other.
"We can scream at the police and
ask for more money (to fund
programs), but ~e need to get
students involved, to support
things like SafeWa lks," said
Lawrence. She said that the Uni-

served as an advisor to the past
three Student Body Presidents.
"I've done ju~t about everything
possible for an undergr ad to do
fort his campus," said Spartichino.
Wert heim er,
Spartichino's running mate, said,
"I seek for the UNH community
the same feeling of community
I've found in Smith Hall-wh ere
all the different groups and cliques
get together and we work toward
the same goals."
Werthei mer, who has
served on hall council in Smith
International Hall and been instrumental in starting the AfroAmerican Alliance on cam us,

Preg nant ?
Need Help?

Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center

Reservations: 862-2290

Sea·coast Crisis
Pregna ncy Center
FREE .& CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing
• counseling and information
• practical support

HOTLINE

We Care!

749-4441

said, "It's necessary to find a conPart of the vision of their
tinuity here at UNH. Right now, I _ campaign, said Spartichino, is to
think that the continuity is that look beyond this year. "That has
we're all here for education, both been a problem with the past
inside and outside the classroom." leadership," he said.
·
Both Spartich ino and
ul'\,; out there working
Wertheimer said they feel there with the student groups, "
needs to be a change within the Spartich ino said, "my record
student body administration. '1n shows that. And that's how we
the past few years," said pulJ the school together."
Spartichino, '1've seen student
.
Wertheimer addea that
bodyadm inistrato rsworkin ways "making special interest groups
that weren't as responsive to stu-, around campus feel they're an '
dent body needs as they could've inclusive part of the University'' is
been."
very important.
Spartich ino added,
Spartichino said, "I've
"They're all capable individuals spent ihe las~hree years reaching
. and capable senators, butthere 'sa outtodif ferentgr oupsonc ampus,
big difference between being a and that's what makes a good
leader and being a senator ." leader-n ot sun ply sitting around
Spartichino said he wants to be a the senate office or building a releader.
sume."
Both. Spartich ino and
Wertheimeragreed "commitment
... RAPE ... ROBBERY...MURDER · and vision" are their strong points
as candidates for Student Body
According to the F.B.I. ·
P~siden t and Vice-President for
Crime Report•, one violent
next year.
crime is committed every

19 seconds in the USA

SOS SHRILL ALARM
PERSCHALPROTECTON4YOOE~AFFC4ID ·

~=•::~:d . I·. r ]
. \'

Do ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS CAUSE CANCER?
The Physic
al and Biological Effects of
Power Lines, Visual Displa y Termin als, and
other Electro magne tic Fields on Huma n Beings.

Mond ay, April 15, 3-5 p.m., Horto n Room 4
The Guest Experts:
Alan J. Grodzinsky, Sc.D.
Prof. of Electrical and Bioengineering
MIT
Kenneth R. Foster, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Bioengineering
University of Pennsylvania
Edward C. Godnig, 0.D., F.C.O.V.D.
Behavioral Optometrist in Private Practice
Author of Computers and Visual Stress

Building (MUB) Board of Governors, student representative on the
Council on Energy Conservation
and the Environ ment (CECE),
Undergraduate Apartment Complex (UAC) Residential Council
and a member of the honors program.
Reid is a junior political science/
international affairs major. Her
experience includes three years on
Student Senate, two years on
Hitchcock Hall council, three years
on the Judicial Affairs Council,
one year on the Administration
Oversight Committee, member of
the Greek and Gommuter Affairs
Council. She is an active Alpha
Chi Omega sister, environmental
manager of Alpha Chi Omega,
member of the Drug Advisory
Committee and a member of the
Honors program.

SPARTICHINO, from page 1

April 3 & 4 - 7:00 p.m.·
April 5 & 6 - 8:00 p.m.

General Admission: $7
Students/Employees/Alumni/Seniors $6

v~rsity absolutely has to provide
for the safety of students.
,
Lawrence said she wants to see a
change in the focus of Student
Senate. She said it needs to remember where it comes from,
where it gets iis power-f rom the
students.
"We cannot be afraid to rock the
boat, but we certainly want to
develop arapport and work within
the sys_tem," said Lawrence, adding that senate is ultimately responsible to the students, not the
Administration.
Lawrence is a junior English major. Her experience includes two
years in Student Senate, chairperson of the Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC), student representativeon the University Budget
and Planning Committee, student
representative on President's Allocation of Resources Task Force,
member of the Memorial Union

Benjamin Hoffman , M.D., M.P.H.

Medical Director
Center for Occupa"tional Therapy
General Electric Meter and Control
John LaCourse, Ph.D., Moderator
UNH Professor of Electrical Engineering

piercing,
.ear-spliting

screaming Blast is
produced. Enough to
stop an attacker in
his tracks. It's a

\i 11 V t

~

and the

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Camping Equipme nt

e Cold Weather Clothing
• Camoufl age

·

eSnowCam o

• F1yers Covenilla
• Field Jackets

Open
Thurs., Fl1., Sat., Sun. 12-5

(603) 942-5378

simple aerosol.
Not hannful in any-way. No batteries
to wearouL
#4300 $13.95

Fifield's Governme nt Outlet
Rte. 4, Northwood Rtdge, NH

A

Rt:IB

Fif~ld~ ~

~

(l<Xl'lli ialisfllClicm ,-a,cd.)

THE IDEAL PERSONAL
EMERGENCY ALARM

» I·

The Flash-Alann is a
powerful flashlight ~~~•
and blasting alarm
all in one! Slide the
·~ . ,

switch down for
~
instant-on BJ..UlinL
Alm:n- Up and a
bright flashlight
beam lights your way. Operates on .
two "AA" batteries,.

#4305

$9.95

Applications for
transfer into the

Occu patio nal
Therapy
m_ajor
are available in the
depar tment office,
Hewitt 218B

P.J.'S Enterpr ises
NelYtee eod ,.,,,,,,,.,,., t1 1Mw1N ,.,.,,,.,

Send Name/Address Check/Money Order

plus $1.00 S/H

Sponsored by the UN J-1
Partnership for Technology and Management Training

U.S. GOVERNMENT
SURP LUS

P.O. Box 829
Pelham, NH 03076
Write for free catalog
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VARSALO:NE, from page 1
students and administrators, sitting on one council, each with one
vote.
'That would be ideal,"
said Varsalone.
''TheTriumviratewould
allow both faculty and students to
haveagreatersayin what goes on
at UNH," said Andrus.
With the Triumvirate as
a long-term goal, Varsalone and
At1.dn$· hope to get in and shake

up the administration. "Andrus Varsalone said students can use
and I got sick of all the bullshit at that to their advantage.
this university," said Varsalone.
Andrus said, "There
"It's time the student body stood needs to be some change at UNH,
up and yelled. We need aggres- particularly in the way money is
sive candidates."· ·
spent. Some UNH officials are
Varsalone said that "un- getting paid over $100,000 and I
til a triumvirate is in place, we can dorrt see how they're putting in
use student protests to get what . $100,000 worth of work."
we want. The administration fal"We're at the mercy of
tered when more than 1,200 stu- the administration," said Andrus,
dents gathered in a rally last fall." "and with parking problems, and

the administration holding down apathy on this campus and I think
the Greek system, and faculty be- the TOGAs have a good platform
ing underpaid, we need to step to deal with that."
Varsalone said the
forward and light a candle under
TOGA Party hopes to have more
someone's ass."
"A lot qf senators seem members on Senate next year, as
to be political clones afraid to make well as on hall councils and as hall ·
presidents. The UNHTOGAshave
change," said Andrus.
Right now, the TOGA - also talked topeopleatKeeneState
Party has one member on the Stu- and Plymouth StateCollegesabout
dent Senate: Todd Campbell. forming their own TOGA Parties.
Campbell said, "There's a lot of

American Express·
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.

Now students can get the Gtrd
and get 3roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $12<) or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending .
a lot of money., And that's by getting the American Express® Card.·
It's the only card that offers an exciting new 'travel program
exclusively for stud~nts-including three roundtrip certificates·on
Continental Airlines.
,
. Just look at the map and pick the place youtl like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use·a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

.■=
AnAnwanE-.......,.ny

.

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easi~r to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

CAil 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certfficates will be arrivinR soon.

.

•

CONTINl!N'rAL

"comptete· terms and conditions of i'his uavcl ofer wiU arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of'this olrer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. le 1991 AIIICrican Express Travel Related Scniccs CompanJ

.rK
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GARLAND; from page 1
a source book for students that will
give them information about a class.
This book would include comments
past students have made, a description of the class from the
professor's perspective and professor and student evaluations. 'This
way students will know what kind
of situation they are getting themselves into, and they won't have to
waste time adding and dropping
classes at the beginning of the semester," said Garland.
· The two candidates believe
"the Greek system has been cqntinually misunderstood due to a lack
of communication." To help this
problem, they said they would like
to develop a Greek/ faculty coalition
that would act as a resource for administrators. People would have a
place to go when something in the
Greek system was in question. This
would prevent policies, such as the
Eleven Point Plan, from being
implemented without some sort of

consent by the UNH campus. volvement. We believe that this can be
"Hopefully it will provide ob- accomplished through our platform
jective decision making by the and our experience," said Batty.
administration and also help
Garland, a communication
the Greek system gain back the and English major, has been a member
respectthatthey deserve," said of the Student Senate Executive Board.
Garland.
She was the chairperson of the ResiOther points outlined dential Progra~s and Ho11sing
in their platform include de- Council. On this council, Garland reveloping a centralized organi- viewed policies and procedures of the
zation to deal directly with department, restructured the alcohol
residence hall policy issues, policy enfurcement procedure and
protecting academic services communicated with residence hall
and programs from budget governments regarding residence hall
cuts, creating a better program life.
As Richardson House resiforintroducingnon-traditional
students (older people who dent, Garland was co-founder of the
attend college, yet they may Leadership Experience and Develophave families and/or careers) ment Theme House. This is a program
to University life by re-insti- . that was designed in the mini-dorms
tuting a ~upport center for non- "for socially active people living in
traditional students to turn to. and out of the mini-dorms to learn
'1 think our number about leadership," said Garland. "We
one thing that we'd like to ac- developed the program so that people
complish, if elected, would be could learn how to make a difference."
to get a lot more student inThis year Garland is theme

advisor of this leadership program. Through the program,
Garland said she has "learned
to challenge people by putting
them in leadership roles. Students have really learned the
ups and dow,i.s of being a
leader."
Garland has also been
coordinator of the Freshstart
program, the S.E.L.F. program,
and she has been the graphics
manager of The New Hampshire
from 1988 to 1991.
Garland's running
mat~, Jim Batty, has been a
senator for the past two years.
Last year he was vice president
of Alexander Hall. "When I first
lived in Alexander, no one even .
knew where it was. Through
hard work with our hallcouncil, ·
Alexander went from one of the
mo~t apathetic dorms to one of
the most active," said Batty.
Batty was a founding

member of the Cam pus Activities
Board (CAB). On this board he
has worked on activities, such as
spring week and winter carnival.
"On this board we have really
worked hard in reviving the pride
at UNH," said Batty.
Batty has been a member
of the Student Telecommunications Board and the Student
Awards Committee. He:was also
a co-author of the "Guide to Hall
Government.'' ''Through this I
was able to give some good ideas
for leadership skills and we
learned to write a constitution,"
Garland and
Batty said.
Batty said iha tthey believe "(they)
have a lot to offer the students and
(they) will be sensitive to
everyone's needs. If something
wrong is going on up at T-Hall,
we will be the first ones to march
up there and ask, 'What's going
on?"' said Garland.

Speak out!!!
Write for the
University
Forum.
,. - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - .
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The Bush Administration: ·
Trimmed to a Brainless -Stump
By Matthew O'Connor
Environmental Page Editor

Americans may breathe a
huge sigh of relief that the war
in the Persian Gulf is "over."
But the basis of the conflict and the ongoing questions of
resource use, political control
of land and oil, and environmental damage - remains.
Since the slogan "kinder, g~ntler nation" is out, how about"
a more thoughtful, progressive,
forward looking nation?" It
starts with the people.
For instance, nearly half of
the 17 million barrels of oil
Americans use daily goes
straight into our tanks, with
more cars driving more miles
faster than ever before. Despite
what 75 percent of Americans
believed ~as a "fairly" or "very"
serious energy crisis as surveyed in a gallup poll in August and reported in the Wall
Street Journal,f)nly2 %said they
bought a gas saving caf and
only 3% said they were
carpooling.
Yes, it is hypocrisy, and yes,
~e are all guilty. We can start
changing how things are done.
Just think about it.
Congress isn't helping either. Since August, it rejected a
bill that would have raised fuel
efficiency standards for new
cars and light trucks by 40%.
This "Corporate Average Fuel
Efficiency" (CAFE) measure
alone would have saved 2.8
million barrels of oil per day
by the year 2001 - more than
four times the amount the US

could eke out of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.
Congress also allotted only $31
million for renewablr energy
research in 1991, approximately what the feds spent in
the Gulf every FIVE HOURS!
No comprehensive national
energy plan exists, although
the Bush Administration has
been scrambling to put one
together since last August.
Early drafts of the Natio~al
Energy Strategy (NES) profoundly disappointed environmentalists ( it really, really
sucked! ); the 60-odd ''.options"
for future energy use emphasized increasing energy supply through drilling, mining,
and nucie·ar power, and
scarcely considered conserving
energy through alternative
energy development, reduced
fuel use in automobiles, .or
improved industrial use.
A first official version of
the NES, rel.eased F~ruary 21,
reinstalled more benign energy
options. Hopefully these were
not placating steps taken to
silence opposition while continuing bad decisions are made
behind the scenes. Also, getting this slightly better NES
made into law depends on us
pressuring our lawmakers.•
We have seen the horror that
can result due to dependency,
human unkindness, and bad
decisions (aka, the Gulf ). It
-does not have to be this. way.
We can steer this country in the
right direction, NOW!

A Quote for the Week:
Climb the mountallin s and·
gett -ttheir good ttidingso Nature's peace will flow intto
you as sunshine flows intto
ttreeso The winds will blow
ttJh.eir own freshness imtho you,
an.dl tthe storms ttheir energy,
while cares will drop off like
auttumn leaveso
1
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Internati onal Research Plays A
Helpful Role Here at Home
During 1990, Conservation International developed ecosystem
conservation programs in the
temperate rain forests of North
America, beginning to apply dose
to home the lessons being learned
in the tropical rain forests around
the world.
An ecosystem perspective on
temperate rain forests is revealing. Like tropical rain Forests,
temperate rain forests are highly
produvctive and hard hit by human activities. The original global
distribution of temperate rai.n
forests was ·only 2-3% of the area
covered by tropical forests, and a
larger share of this relatively small
area has been disturbed by human
activity.

In the coastal forest of the Pa-

-John ·Muir
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cific Northwest, Conservation International has used ecological

criteria to identify several ecosys- ment steering committees to detem-level priorities. These systems velop a strategy for sustainable
include marine, coastal, estuarine, development. CI has offered to
and whole watershed companants. help build local programs of reNo large coastal rain forest water- search, conservation, and approsheds remain unlogged in the prate economic development.
continental US. CI has begun Similar projects are being done in
working with local communities the Kitlope River watershed in
and The Nature Conservancy to British Columbia, as well as in
develop an ecosystem restoration Prince William Sound, Alaska.
program in the 680,000 acre WilThe temperate North America
lapa Bay estuary and watershed in program supplies an opportunity
southwest Washington state.
not only to apply Cl's expertise
In British Columbia, most of and technical capabilities to serithe large coastal watersheds have ous resource management probbeen logged but a few oppurtuni- lems in our own backyard, but
ties still remain. Clayoquot Sound also to bring home the lessons
contains three of Vancouver Is- learned from successful ecosystem
land's five remaining unlogged conservation and sustainable dewatersheds over 12,500 acres in velopment in other parts of the

size. Local native and non-native world.
communities, fisherman, loggers,
and tourism business operators are
working with provincial govern-

-reprinted from TROPICUS!!
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BUDGET, from page 3
facing financial crises unless they
receive adequate funding.
The social issues and responsibilities of the state become
particularly difficult to handle in
tough economic times, and the

ATTACK, from.page 8

importance of all of these kinds of
programs make budget cutting
decisions difficult, Hough said.
This article has been re-

ation and I'm glad nobody got
hurt," added Rohde.
Rohde stated that Zhang
came at him with the knife poised
at his stomach. He was able to get
out of her way and call the police,

Printing Seivices Manager David
Rohde, who was threatened by
Zhang. "She was generally quiet
and kept to herself. On Wednesday she was veryupset and out of
control. It was a frightening situ-

printed because sections of the story
were left out in the last publication.

while the other employees were
able to evacuate the building. "The
crew of Printing Services kept very
calm and did an excellent job of
handling the situation," said
Rohde.

Hey
Advertisers!

Got a list of Complaints?
Write a letter to the
Editor.

Help us serve you
better...
Ad deadlines help us plan ahead. Please
get your ads in to the Business Office (room
11 OB, MUB) by the following times:

For insertion in Tuesday's edition:

We'd like to show you a path - ·
that often holds Ifie greatest reward.
The Business Office is open:
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday;
10:00am-2:00pm
Tuesday & Thursday;
10:00am- ·

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91
Rewarding careers for people
who care.
.

Down the road a few years from now,
you're going to be glad you chose a
career path today that's right in the heart
of Boston. It's Northeastern University's
Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Profes.<,ions - the smart choice
that leads to a greater reward for people
who really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Bouve College provi_de you with
a wide range of career opportunities in
• health, sport.and leisure studies, rehabil·
itation, counseling, communication disorders, and education.
Our faculty have rec. eived national and
international recognition for their research,
teaching and servicl' to others and to
their profession. Boston-Bouve College
has well-established clinical affiliations
with some of Boston's leading medical,
educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master;s degree,
certificate of advanced graduate study
(CAGS),or doctoral degree. Most pro. grams are offered on a part-t/me as well

as full-time basis, combining classroom
theory with practical hands-on experience. Courses meet in the late afternoon
and early evening, so students can.continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in the
following area<s:

Audiology
Clinical Exercise Phy.siology
College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teacher of Reading
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational ltesearcb
Human Development
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Cowiseling
School Counseling

Valentine Smith House (4 opts)
Hamilton Smith House
(Red Tower, 8 apts)
J. Twombly House (3 opts)
John Giles House (4 opts)
Other single family houses
Two, three, four, five, and
six person units available.
Walk to campus facilities.
Off street parking. Heat
and hot waterincluded.
Some units, Landlord
pays all utilities.

School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
Speech-Language Pathology
Special Education
Teacher Preparation
Call ( 617) 437-2708, or write Graduate
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser
Hall, Northeastern University, Boston,
MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest
rewards come to those who care.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University ·

***All RENTALS IN DURHAM***

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817

An equal upponunity/affirmaci,·e aeti,rn uni\·l•rsity.

CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
ANIYINFORMATION
-

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
.. Now you can have two of the most recognized and .
accepted credit cards In the world ...Vtsae and MasterCard9
credit cards...•tn your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN 1URNFD DOWN BEFORE!

VJSA9 and MasterCarde the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TinTION-ENTERTAINMENrEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTSHQTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENrALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIID YOUR CREDIT RATING!

1,G'

-~"~"o~e~
G0'-_0 C

.-.~,11~:~ ~

No turn downs!

'

r

No credit checks!
No security dep0sit!

:r ;~~T ~~icis;ox •2·~;2;,;0~L;W;O;,;;_ -3;0;2-

YES!

I want VISA8/MASTER~ Credit
Cuds. Enclosed find $15 which ls 100% refundable tf not
approved tmmedlately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CTIY

STATE -ZIP _ __

PHONE - - - - - S . S . # - - - - - - SIGNATURE - - - - - - - - - - - NOTE: MasterCard ts a n:gtstered tJademart< of MasterCard lntrmatlonal Inc.
Visa Is a ~stered tradernar1< of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA International

1000/o GUARANTEED!
.....G'I·---'
!...c.1 -~---Approval
. . absolutely guaranteed so •~- 11vr.- ·•·""Iii""'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - Scrvtces A.wx:latlon.

MAIL THIS N

RISK COUPON TODAY
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Monday, April 15
through
Friday April 19

l~pm-5 pm

Granite State Room, MUB

r Northeaste~University's part-tim~:n~;l(hia:
.. ·
I summer program sounds spectacular!
·

1

t NAME
'
I
I ADDRESS _ _ _- - + - - - - - I
I·
.
CITY _ _ _ _ STATE_ZlP .
I
I For a FREE Information Kit, send this coupon to Northeastern l
I University, University College, P.O. Box 154, Boston, MA.
L02117-0,154,orc-all617-437.2400. . , -

•~

_

_ N~

If you would
like to place
a personal
stop by Rm.
11 0 B, M_U B

862-1323

SHOP

.

.

.
.

'

RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOTTUB ROOM RENTALS
· AN-D TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area and Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furnished• Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Available•

UNH
says_ WRITE FOR
TNH!TALKTO
DEANNA or GIN
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Tip of the Week

.....ta,

Take it from me-Spring-is coming!

Make up charts, diagrams, and other ·
·maps• to show similarities and
differences between, and relationships
among, various pieces of information.

n

The Dynasty

Chine~_Restauran~

..

a

I

'J)
"'

Save for Retirement with Ease
With a NH Federal Credit Union Variable-Rate IRA.

UFFET · CAN EAT!
ALL YOU
Sunday .12-3:00 p.m. ·

.. You only need $1 to start. A Variable-Rate IRA is like a hiih-yield savings accowtt.
You deposit to a Variable-Rate IRA through payroll deducbons.

Monday 5-8:00 p.m.

.. Save on your taxes now. IRA dividends are tax-free wttil you begin withdrawing
fwtds at retirement. In addition, your IRA contributions may be tax-deductible - we'll
help you find out.

Adult $6.95 Child $4.50

OPEN FOR DRINKS DAILY

.. Deposits are safe. At NH Federal Credit Union, your IRA is insured up to $100,000
by the strongest federally-backed deposit insurance, the National Credit Union Share
Insurance Fund.

FREE DELIVERY
for orders to go!
(in the Durham area)

5:00 PM to restaurant closing time. Sunday through
Saturday for orders of$10 or more.

CALL .
868-1200
~

----

~ 8/ew Hampshire Federal

HOURS:

Sunday-Thursday
11 :30 e.m.-9:30 p.m.
Fri & Set 11:30a.m. -10:30 p.m.

· ·*-.
--- · *---· *·---·---·*----

--

Build Your Nest Egg Gradually - The Easy Way,
A Open a Variable-Rate IRA. ·

--

~ ~

-

-

CREDIT UNION

Durham Office, 67 Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH l-800-462:-3604-or (603) 868-2085
Deposits. insured up to $100,000 by the NCUA, an age~cy of.the f~eral government.

--

~ ~

* ----

f -

$

--*~_.,_____ * ---- *---- * ----*-·----*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

Meet the
Candida tes
"Take The Minute!
* Meet the Candidates

*
*
II

* Hear the Issues

7:00p.m.
When: April 3rd
Where: Hillsborough/Sulliv an Room, _MUB

*-----* ____ * ____ * ____ * ____ *____ * ____ *____ * ____ * ___ *

*
*

*
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I~EMEMBER
THESE FACES ...

THE SECOND CITY TOURING COMPANY
i

Bottom row left to right: · Aliza Shalowltz, Tom Hanigan, Jenna Jolovitz, Lou Saliba,
Tom Purcell. Top row left to right: Rob Kolson, Charlie Hartsock.

THEY'LL BE FAMOUS SOME DAY!
~• c-\1\-,

·'tov>-

cot"O-~

9--0.1

Thursday, April 11, 1991
7:30 Granite State Room, MUB
$4 SAFO Student ·
$6 General .

_t/~~!~~

~.
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Preserve New
Hampshire's future
Gov. Judd Gregg has a i:terve_.
Any man who calls himself the ''Education Governor'' after cutting government funding for his state university system from 57.3
percent to 37.7 percent during his first year in
office is a hypocrite. By continually cutting the
University System of New Hampshire (USNH),
Gregg is jeopardizing the economic future of
New Hampshire.
College graduates are a valuable resource. Without them, there would beno doctors.
No professors. No engineers.
Without state funding to USNH, there
will be a decrease in in-state college graduates.
The reason many in-state students attend UNH
is because it is relatively inexpensive. As the
tuition rates begin to approach those of oth~ out
ofstateschools,suchasthe UniversityofVermont
(UVM), students will begin to migrate. And they
· won't return.
If Gregg continues to cut, the price of
UNH will continue to soar. Eventually, it is even
possible that UNH could·become a private university.

organized a rally last year to speak out against
The people of the state lost their first round cuts. They were successful. As a result of the rally,
of the Education Battle with Gregg they re-elected Gregg lowered his proposed 15 percent cut to the
him last fall. Today, Students for Higher Education USNH system to 9.25 percent.
are fighting to win the second.
About 1,000 students are expected to turn
Students for Higher Education is making a
out at the state house today to speak out against
It is not sitting back and taking Gregg's
difference.
Gregg's proposed cuts for the upcoming year. If
crap.
To
it,
education is not only important it is a
the cu!s go through, these students will suffer.
priority.
If the proposed cuts go through, it is these
Newland and his Students for Higher
students who will have to go to school while
Education
are not stopping with trying to eliminate
professors and classes are eliminated. They-will
budget
cuts.
By next year, the group hopes to pass
have to face elimination of majors and honors
a
resolution
that will require New Hampshire
programs.
may even have to withdraw begovernment
to
make education a priority. In the
cause of reductions in financial aid.
future,
the
group
also hopes to address all issues
People like USNH trustee Matt Newland
that
affect
higher
education,
such as establishing a·
are trying to make sure that the almost 20,000
Martin
Luther
King
holiday.
Students for Higher
students enrolled in the system don't suffer. Last
year, Newland formed Students for Higher Edu- Education is what this state needs.
Today, as part of the rally, Newland and
cation in an attempt to battle proposed budget cuts
student
representatives plan to meet with Gov.
for this year.
They
plan to tell him how important eduGregg.
Newland and studentrepresentativesfrom
cation
in
New
Hampshire is. Newland said he
Plymouth State College, UNH, KeeneStateCollege,
plans
to
try
to
convince
Gregg that "Education is
The New Hampshire Technical Institute and the
not
money
spent,
it's
money
invested."
New Hampshire Technical Institute at Manchester

"just" peace, a "fair". peace, an
"h6nor~ble" peace, and an "ig•
noble"peace.Theseadjectivesalso
affect the desirability of peace.
If I had that "magic
·- wand" to discover hidden mean-

'ieaitor's note: Due to a layout error
List issue, three professors' names
were left off a letter about war and
rJeJJa ..Theyare,MichaelFerber,Keuin
ruld and Tony Nevin.

Pea~e with
•

ings,whichyouclaimlhave,then
I could discern why you believe
(incorrectly) that I desire to find a
substitute for words. I am infatuated with words. I love to read
them, listen to them, and write to
·o the Bdt\or:
them. I do, therefore, 'take them
Dear · Professors Fuld, · far more seriously than many I
J'evin and Ferber, your intemperhave encountered. I intend to conte response reminded me of a
tinue to take words seriously for
me from Dostoyevsky' s The Poswords are the keys to the larger
essed. The aging "revolutionrealm of meaning. ·I continue to
ry° Verkovensky comments,
pursue knowledge through
We'U never manage to get things
words, but leave magic wands to
ideologues.
~ing if we lose our heads, alh:ough at times our heads do seem
Sincerely,
o be a positive hindrance." Your
John F. Fitzgerald
etter leaves both logic and argunent behind in your rush to conlude. Since you are made mor1 y indignant by some of my
omments, your passion to reach
elling conclusions stifles your
TotheEditor:
ea.son. The logic of your arguI'm writing concerning
nent suffers. It would do you
an
incident
that occurred last
ome good to read the advice of
week, which I found extremely
:iwift at the beginning of The
disturbing. I realize the alcohol
3attle of the Books.
policy has already been talked to
In a more substantive
death,
but when it openly i~1ein, your comments not with. h
h" h I £ el
fri nges on our ng
tS, w ic ·ie
tanding, I favor peace too. l deit has, I think the matter should be
ire it as much as any other. But I
further looked into,
tad thought that the debate was
On this particular occa>Ver the method of procuring
sion, my roommat~ had a guest
:1eace. It isn't? Well, I would just
visiting for the night. He entered
,oint.out that peace can have any
the building carrying his d uffle
nnnber of adjectives attached to
bag and thought nothing of it.
t. For example, we may have a

nomag1c

wands

Infringing
• ht
0fi rig S

Som~

Innocent enough, right?
ApparentlytheResident
Assistants (KAs) ot the
dorm feltdifferently_.He
had entered the room
when, no more than two
minutes later, there was
an authoritative knock
on our door. My roommatewasconfronted with not one,
but two of our RAs, who began
questioning her on the contents of
her friend's bag. (They had just
seen him carry into our room).
Afterestablishingthatallthatwas
in the bag were his clothes for the
· night, they still insisted oncoming
in "just to make sure nothing was
going on." Upon finding nothing,
they reassured us that they were
just doing their job and left.
I was appalled. Whether
he had any alcohol in his bag or
not was beside the point. The mere
fact that the RAs took it upon
themselves to barge into our room
for no reason other than a duffle
bag that they considered reason
for suspicion is ridiculous. I think
they were completely out of line,
and I would appreciate it if in the
future, they would use better discretion before intruding on an innocent gathering.
Sincerely,
Brenda Morris

GeeI Maw I
go to UNH
• h h
Wlt
er
T th Ed't .
o

e

or.
I was slouched in front
1

of the tube last Thursday when I
saw it. I wanted to pretend I was
invisible-I was so embarrassed.
I wanted to pretend that I wasn't
sitting next to someone who had
helped pay my tuition at UNH
for the past five years. I didn't

want her to know it was a total
waste of money. It seems as ifl've
spent the last tew years taking
classes among pinl}_eads.
The 7:30 p.m. report on
Boston's Channel 4 started. out
O.K. The newscasters mentioned
thatthey'd be highlighting Lowell
congressman, Paul Tsongas' visit
to UNH. I'd seen him in the MemorialUnionBuilding(MUB)Pub
earlier in the day - He had beer
trying to stuff a sandwich in hi

mouth while talking with a bunch
of reporters.. ·
toseel'S<?nga$f1gain.. 1 was p 1 ~ ~
to see that at .~ast a few stud~nts
had shown up for the speech in
the small, but crowded room.
Only a tiny fraction of the student
population had turned out to hear~
a potential presidential candidate.
But I couldn't be too critical. I was
one of the many who didn't. As

For more letters see page 23
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The Face of Treache ry
by George H. Elder
Don't trust what you are told by the University of
Ne~ Hampshire officials. Don't believe that your health,
welfare, and safety really concern the bureaucrats whom
are affiliated with this institution. And, finally, don't ever
sign a contract with the University System because it will
not be honored. I have learned these truths in the harshest
of ways, and I'll let my case speak for itself.
I worked for the University of New Hampshire
for eleven years as the Athletic Department's Weight
Training Coordinator. The job never paid me more than
$12,800 a year, but coaching at UNH did have its rewards.
I had the privilege of helping many of UNH's students
improve their physical prowess and confidence, and this
showed in their enhanced athletic performances.
My job proved to be dangerous, and during my
tenure I suffered torn knee cartilage, a ruptured lumbar
disc, a damaged cervical disc,. and several ligament and
m.uscletears. I then experienc~ a cerebral vascular accident
in.1985 while picking ·Ul) some'weights that had been -left
out,and this proved to be very debilitating.I waseventually'
told that I had bisected a vertebra! artery, but I stayed on
the job despite severe residual symptoms.
The State fought my workman's compensation
claim, and I was stuck with over $9,000 dollars in medical
bills. I went to a hearing in Concord, armed with doctors'
opinions and statements, and I won my case. The State
agreed to cover all medical expenses related to my accident.,
and that agreement was honored- at least initially. I was
even sent to Boston's Faulkner Hospital in 1986, because of
my persisting neurological problems and vicious vascular
headaches.
The specialists in Boston decided that there was
nothing that could be done to repair my injury, but drug
therapy was instituted for my cerebral vascular spasms
and pain.] accepted this situation, and continued working
in the weightroom. My job gave me solace from the intractable pain I was enduring and it also gave me a reason to go
.on.
In 1987, I suffered a severe cerebral vascular spasm
after pulling 315 pounds off of an athlete's chest, and I
passed out. I came to in a local hospital, but I signed myself
out on the very same day because I didn't want to lose my
jop. However, it was very clear to my supervisor that I was
a liab11ityto the athletes, and I was "medically discharged"
from the University. I didn't weep about it- I simply
decided to reeducate myself as a teacher.
I signed a contract with the University in 1988that
included a provision that all medical expenses related to
myvascularinjurywould be covered for life. Unfortunately,
the vascular spasms and intense pains that resulted from
my injury never stopped. So I wentto my doctors in Boston
to seek treatment and advice last September-naively believing that the University would cover my medical expenses in accordance with my contract.
'
My neurole>gist advised me to take a brand new
anti-migraine medication that didn't have the same negative side effects as ergotamine tartrate produced, and he
also prescribed an analgesic. The headache specialist I saw
perscribed yet another medication, and she also advised
me to see a pain-management specialist to prevent the
onset of a pain induced depression.
Then I found that the University wasn't paying
foreithermymedicalvisitsorthem edicationthatlneeded.
When I asked why at the UNH Health and Safety Office, I
was told, 'We're reviewing all prior claim's cases, even
those that have been settled." That was six months ago, and
I've gone without medications, medical advice, or pain1

management ~unseling ever since. I am a student now,
and I simply don't have enough money to cover these
expenses-out of pocket.
·
On March 10, 1991 I was informed that my medical expenses would no longer be covered at all. The letter
said, ''It is our position that continued treatment, some six
years after the injury can no longer be reasonably considered to be a direct result of your employment with the
University System." This was news to both myself and my
doctors, but I was totally cast off nonetheless, despite my
contract with the University, and despite my continuing
need for treatment.
Now I must go to a hearing in Concord to win
back the medical benefits that should have never been
denied me ...and I must suffer a lot of this pain in the mean
time. But I bet there are other people like me at this
University-people who have given all that they could to
their jobs and have been disabled ,a s a result. Many of us
signed contracts ~~n our sev~rance to covlr.our medical
expenses, but these contracts mean nothing.
Treachery comes in many forms, but when it's
sanctioned by the state and its educational institutions the
sting is especially harsh. I will fight this University System
that I once served so diligently ... and I will win. Im ust win,
because there are other workers at UNH who will be made
to suffer if I don't. Officials at UNH must be shown that
honor still has a place in human interactions, and if it takes
a law suit to teach that lesson, so be it.

George H. ·Elder is a graduate
student at UNH.
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A Backstage History·of
. SaturdaY- Night Live
LECTURE WITH SPECIAL _FILM CLIPS
fe~turing

- Je·ff Weingrad
Co-Author, SATURDAY NIGHT
<"

►

•

Recount the tumultuous-history of Saturday
Night Live, produced by an unruly band of
·_ comedy underground renegades.

►

•

See for yourself film clips, not available
anywhere else, of the Greatest Skits of All
Time ...

-

Saturday, April 6, 1991 - 7:30 P.M.
. Granite State Room MUD
.

STUDENTS (with I.D.): $2
·A

M USO

NON-STUDENTS: $3

P R E S E N· T A T I O N
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Just the
facts
To th'~ Editor:
Fact: The Greek System has
taken major strides in improving
its image on the UNH campus.
Fact: The New Hampshire is a student-run newspaper.
Fact: On Tuesday, March
26, 1991, Kappa Delta held its
second annual Greek God Contest.
The event sold out the Granite
StateRoom,crowned Sean Walters
as the new Greek Gel, and mostimportantly, raisedover$1,500 for
the National Committee for the
Prevention of Child Abuse.
Fact: The Portsmouth
Herlald on Wednesday, March 27,
1991, had a full page write-up
titled, ''Greek Gods prove divine"
on Page 2 of its paper. Above the
write-up were the words, "foday's
Must Read".
Fact: On Friday, March
29, 1991, The New Hampshire, did
not report on the Greek . God
Contest. The only mention Of th~
event was located in the persoi:fals;
which Kappa Delta paid to congratulatethe winners and thanked
the Greek System for making the
eve.,,• .., success.
-~ Fact: This i,!t.-ot t e ·rst
major Greek sponscitelt event not
reported by The New Hampshire.
fact: On March 7, 1991,
Alpha Phi presented the first Greek
Family Feud in the Granite State
\-oom to benefit The American
Heart Association. The winners,
Alpha Gamma Rho, donated its
winnings to a Leukemia foundation.
Fact: The New Hampshire
did have an article promoting the
~reek Family Feud, but they had
to rely on Acacia brother, Gary
Delvechio, to do their work.
Fact: When the event was
completed, once again, The New
Hampshire failed to report about a
major Greek sponsored event.
Fact: Alpha Phi had to
resort to paying for positive publicity. Note under the personals
made by Kappa Delta on March
29,1991, in The New Hampshire, was
Alpha Phi's personal thanking the
Greek System for it's support.
Fact: For the final issue
of The New Hampshire last semester, the InterFraternity and PanHellenic Councils asked The New
Hampshire to write a summary
article about the positive contri- ·
butions made bytheGreekSystem
throughout the semester.
Fact: The New Hampshire
neglected their request and the
InterFraternity and Pan-Hellenic
Councils were forced to pay for a
half page ad to express what they
had hoped for in a The New
Hampshire article.
Fact: Last semester,Delta

2.eta and Sigma Phi Epsilon presented the Big Buddy Olympics.
Is anybody, besides those involved, even aware of the Big
Buddy Olympics?

Fact: If you had seen The
Portsmouth Herald's two page articleon the eventyou would, but if
you rely on The New Hampshire as
your student source you would
not.
F~ct: Phi Kappa Theta
and Sigma Epsilon were the two
student organizations with the
leading number of blood donors
in the February, Durham, Red
Cross Blood Drive.
Fact: Jarry Sterns, the
chairman of the Durham chapter
of the American Red Cross was
the only source of information of
this distinction through her letter
to the editor.
Fact: In January, the
UNH community saluted the best
of the best in the Greek System.
AlphaGammaRhoandAlphaPhi
were chosen as The Most Improved Chapters of the Year.
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa
Deita wereawardedTheScholastic
Achievement Award. Alpha Phi
and Pi Kappa Alpha were voted
as having The Most Outstanding
Rush Programs. Kappa Delta and
Theta Chi were chosen as the two
chapters with The Best Pledge
Programs. Alpha Phi and Alpha
GammaRhowereawarded,inthe .
new category, Best House .APpearance. Acacia and Kappa Delta
were awarded with Mos!_ Out. st~ndi~g Ph.il~tl\rovy. ~hi
Omega and Sigfna Phi Epsilon
were awarded Most Outstanding
Community Service. And finally,
Chi Omega was Chapter of the
Year.
Fact: This is the first time
you have seen this in The New
Hampshire.
Fact; Greek Week is April
22 through April 27.
GlenBrown
Philanthropy Chairman
Shawn Abbott Pres.
Phi Kappa Theta

FBI stirs
disgust
To the Editor:
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) is coming to
Durham to recruit new agen~s.
More specifically, they have been
invited to conduct their business
in our Memorial Union Building
(MUB). This is very disturbing to
say the least. Shame on you who
allowed this to happen!
The organization has
perpetrated serious crimes. In essence, one of the primary functions
of the FBI is that of a national
political police. The activities of
this organization are geared toward undermining ethnic movements and political dissidence by
harassment, intimidation and direct instigation of violence. These
types of activities have long histories in this country. Insight
provided bytheAlienand Sedition
acts of 1798, and Woodrow
Wilson's "Red Scare." The increased political awareness of

large numbers of people du~ng
the civil rights movements, Vietnam anti-war efforts and the ensuing "crisis of democracy'' provoked a marked increase in the
efforts of the FBI (aided by the
CIA, IRS). The FBI program of
repression, . known
as
COINTELPRO (Counter lntelligence Program) disrupted popular movements by instigating
violenceintheghettos,complicity
in the assassination of Black Panther Party organizers, burglaries
anddefamationofindividualsand
disruption of activities. Other
crimes -which have come to light
include extensive infiltration of
oppositiongroups,openingmail,
tapping phones and other form~
of surveillance as acceptable state
practice. These types of activities
still continue today. Careful observers of politics may recall revelations of the 1980's of FBI harassment of CISPES (U.S. CommitteeinSolidaritywith the People
of El Salvador) and Earth First!
Activities have also surfaced relating to:the anti-nuke movement
and the sanctuary movement
(refugees of war from Cent~al
America). The FBI has been mvolved in the harassment of
Americancitizensfromadiversity
of ethmc backj?rounds,_ incl~ding
Greel<.s, Salvadorans, Nictra'guab,Palestinians:, Africans, Iranians, and most recently, IraqiAmericans. Undoubtedlythereare
more.
It is characteristic of the
mass information system and
dominant political structures that
crimes against the powerless go
consistently unreported, and are
rarely raised as items of debate.
Nonetheless; the above mentioned
facts are not difficult to find. Many
of the details have been made
available from the Freedom of
Information Act. Granted, to be
infor1J1.ed takes a little time and
research, but nothing compat1!d
totheamountoftimepeoplespend
stupefied by television.
I am of the opinion that
FBI recruitment has no place in a
university atmosphere, which
supposedly prides itself on the
ideals of knowledge and truth. If
you want to be a secret agentspook, that is your misinformed
choice, but conduct your business
elsewhere. That this organization
is allowed to recruit in the Memorial Union is an outrage. The
embrace and casual acceptance of
repression reminds me of nonfascist German acquiescence to
Nazism as a solution to national
problems. Unless the realities of
the burgeoning political police and
police state become a central focus
for a large number of people very
soon, the future will be very, very
grim. Make the connections!
Lou Moo

Gre ·e ks:
Just do it.

coming to UNH .
The Greek System must
improve alongside of the Universityor go under. Nowis ourchance
to truly become the leaders that ·
we have always said we were. If
you want to fight changes, then
you will be in a losirig battle. The
administration is going to be here
long after we graduate and we
have forgotten about our contentions. Wouldn't it be better to tell
someone in a job interview that
you were partofa change at UNH,
than that you were in a balzy "frat"
that rebelled against the administration?
Here is what we do. Get
involved; we say we are too busy
being Greek and do not have time
for outside activities, then make
being "Greek" in your fraternity
or sorority mean being involved.
Do the positive things on such a
large scale that it can not help to
report it. "PledgeClassHelpsFeed
the Hungry." "Fraternities and
Sororities Do Great Philanthropic
Deeds for Community." Those are
headlines I want to see from now
on, next to a big picture of the
Greeks on the front page. That
will not hurt Rush next semester.
Let's get on our own case,
so that others will not have to for
us. Genuinely support IFC and
get involved in the course its taking us, no more lip service. With
the IFC, the governing body and a
proficient judicial board we will
have the ability to protect both our
image from behavior unbecoming
Greeks and our system from arbitrary decisions by the adminisfraH on. Support the Greek
Advisor's Office, we have someone now who is not interested in
shutting down houses or being a
two-faced puppet. Betsy Parente
has made the effort to get to know
us and learnQYt concerns with the
Greek System. She has shown us
that she is sincere in her desire to
help better the system. Respect
her and her efforts made by going
and speaking to her, or tell your
president, or your Greek Development Committee representative
about problems and questions.
Please, do not just sit in the house
and pout!
This is the pivotal time
for the Greek System. It can be a
great one, provided that we work
together with the University to do

To the Editor:
This is a pivotal time for
the Greek system. Now is when
we find out if Sanborn's 11 points
are practical, if Betsy Parente is a
Greek Advisor for the Greeks, and
if the I.F.C. can govern the Greek
system. Above all, we will find
outforsurewhattheGreekSystem
at UNH is really made of, whether
we sink or swim.
That may sound overly
dramatic but it is true. There are
not many people outside of the
·system that have anything good
to say about it. Durham residents
complain about noise, Hall Directors com plain about violations
of state and University alcohol
laws and rules, the administration
complains about low academics,
irresponsible behavior and hazing.
In response, most Greeks
argue· that these complaints are
biased and not true. We are involved in community service and
recycling. We give people a social
outletinacontrolledenvironment ,
we promote athletics and academics. We point to The New
Hampshire and an uncaring administration for the tide of an~iGreek sentiment on ca~pus.
Can we blame them? The
New Hampshire usually only has
ne~ative things to write about the
Greek system. "Frat.d-n~ty and
pledges arrested." How many
times was that in the paper last
semester? The administration sets
down Sanborn's eleven points.and
The New Hampshire takes pictures
of how immature we can react to
them.
So what do we do? Pout
and say that they are picking on us
just because they are biased against
Greeks. Do you remember how
everyone reacted to the 11 points?
Many people thought the Greek
system was going under that semester, IFC almost became defunct, and the President's council
told Sanborn that he was crazy.
Name all the changes in
your house since the 11 points were
handed down. We still have parties. We still have pledge classes ·SO,
Let's show everyone that
this semester. No house has gone
we can live up to fraternity ideals
bankrupt.
Individual houses may to which we are sworn.
Jonathan C. Phelps
not have changed but the system
Phi Kappa Theta
is starting to. The houses are unified to work together to sort out
the 11 points, people are taking
IFC seriously and beginning to
give them theauthorityneeded to
lead the Greek System. We are
getting to know our Greek Advisor and to rely on her to help us
through these times of change.
To the Editor:
·
The changes in the Greek
This past year, the
System are not the only ones goGraduate Student Organization
ing on at UNH. The entire Univer(GSO) has been involved with
sity is changing. UNH is nof the
the development of mandatory
top-rated party school it was a
fees at UNH. We have apprecidecade ago, nor is it the school
ated the opportunity and feel it
"any dummy'' could get into.
has brought graduate students,
UNH is enjoying an academic
for the first time, into the
reputation now. Out-0£-state stu- University's decision
making
dents are trying harder than ever
process. The GSO has recently
to be enrolled and to stay here.
Admission standards are higher; For more letters see page 24
a better quality of student is

No forced
health fees,
thank you
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To the Editor:
ousfeeand policy setting commitThis past year, the tees. To ascertain graduate stuGraduate Student Organization . dent opinion, the GSO reviewed
(GSO) has been involved with the the WSBE survey conducted last
development of mandatoiy fees spring, and polled a larger sample
at UNH. We have appreciated the of graduate students this past fall.
opportunity and feel it has brought We have considered both of these
graduate students, for the first questions seriously and in great
time, into the University's deci- detail.
sion making process. The GSO has
On Feb. 14, the GSO
recently concluded its review of voted unanimously to REJECT the
both the mandatory health insur- mandatory health insurance proance proposal and the proposed posal. It is the GSO's belief that
mandatory fee levels for 1991-92. choice of medical care and coverThe GSO has rejected the health age is the right of the individual. It
insurance proposal and has rec- should not be a requisite for higher
ommended that, for graduate stu- education. There are no guarandents, the MUB fee be reduced by tees that mandatory coverage
50 percent and the Recreational would increase usage of the stuSports fee be returned to an op- dent plan or lower its cost. A
tional status.
substantial portion of the graduate
Fees and health insur- student body (15 percent) is not
ance have been major concerns of covered by health insurance; they
the GSO since its formation two simply can not afford it. Undo
years ago. GSO officers have re- hardship would result by attachpeatedly met with key adminis- ing a mandatory health insurance
trators to obtain hist'ories and de- fee to the tuition bill.
tails about both the student insurOn Feb. 28, The GSO
ance plan and mandatory fees. We APPROVED by majority vote the
have sought, gained and ap- proposed Student Services, Resipointed representatives to vari- dential (housing an~ dining), and

Health Services fee levels and
REJECTED the MUB and Recreational Sport fee levels for the academic year 1991-92. Given projected costs and the financial state
of the University, the GSO feels
considerable effort was made to
keep increases reasonable. HOWEVER, THE GSO BELIEVES
GRADUATE STUDENT FEES
SHOULD NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY THE SAME AS THOSE
FOR
UNDERGRADUATE.
Graduate student facility and service needs are quite different from
those of the undergraduate
population - particularly for the
Memorial Union Building and
Recreational Sports. The GSO has
recommended that the MUB fee
be reduced, by 50 percent for
graduate students and that the
Recreational Sports fee be.returned
to an optional status for graduate
students.
UNH has a limited ability to attract qualified graduate
students. Advertising and recruitment are under funded. Graduate
facilities are inadequate. The few
assistant ships and fellowships

--p HOTOGRAP HERS
IT '·S

TIME TO SUBMIT
BEST WORKS TO
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10th

that are available have only marginal support levels. Summer support has all but disappeared. To
add a mandatory health insurance
fee and set graduate fees without
consideration of facility use will
further weaken the University's
abilitytoincreasegraduatestudent
enrollment as planned forthe 1990s.
R. Bruce Carle, chair
Amoret Bunn
alternate chair
Jody Berman, clerk
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New Jack City
Warner Bros.

Money Brothers, are drawn into the world of crack by the
lure of easy money. Once in they parley the money they
make as small time pushers into a million dollar a month
drug organization. Nino and Gee Money enjoy the
wealth and power that come from their position.
In a role that contradicts his rap star image, keT turns in an amazing first effort as Scotty Appleton.
Teamed with Judd Nelson on a new drug fighting unit,
ke-T manages to pull off the "tough but caring" character
despite having to wade through some soft sections of
dialogue:

New Jack City is an example of new jack
cinema, a fresh kind of gritty, action-filled film with
an important message lacking in most adventure
movies. Actor /director Mario Van Peebles combines
a thought-provoking plot with a variety of charismatic
characters and exciting cinematograp hy into a slick
. film that can be heralded as a great success in his
debut effort behind the camera.
The movie, labelled by some as a gangster
.
film, and by others as a cop/buddy film, is above all
an anti-drug work.. The screenplay, adapted by
Thomas Lee Wright and Barry Michael Cooper, from
a story1'y Wright is about the rise of crack and the _
culture it has created in its wake.
"Although this is a fictional story, there is a
New Jack City in every major metropolis in this
country. If'we don't confront the problem of crack
cocaine and other dru~ realistically-without empty
slogans and promises but by examining what motors
the human soul on the course of spiritual destructionthen the New Jack City shall continue to thrive and we
shall forever be doomed to despair in the shadows of
the demonic skyline." said Barry Michael Cooper.
-Barry Michael Cooper
Cooper and Wright try to illustrate what
motivates the human soul by looking at the actions_
As Pookie, the wise-cracking, streetsmart hood,
and reactions of active participants in the modem,
Chris Rock is thoroughly believable. A great deal of this
urban drug culture.
(keAppleton
probably based on the fact that Rock's whole career,
is
Scotty
cop
undercover
From
·
n, to new age gangster Nino Brown (Wesley Snipes), from stand-up comedy, to his young acting career, has
to recovering crack addict Pookie (Chris Rock) each been spent playing the street hood.
The movie has many strong points. Peebles
character has his (?Wn distinct understandin g of, and
doesn't shy away from grand shots. From the movie's
feelings about crack.
New Jack City follows the rise of free-base opening helicopter shots to its chase scenes, Peebles
cocaine through the actions of small time hoods Nino displays an eye for unconvention al shots and has good
Brown and Gee Money from their first exposure to control of the medium. Unfortunately, as the film goes
crack in 1986. The pair, who call themselves the Cash on the shooting gets more conventiona l and the

Althou gh this is a
fiction al story, there is
a New Jack City in
.
every maJor
metro polis·in this
country.

..:.

New jack actor/director Mario Van Peebles with new jack actors Judd Nelson and lce-T

camera-work loses some of the impact that it had in the
opening scenes. This seems to be a trait of many new
directors. Despite having a great deal of talent, they
don't always have the stamina to keep a work consistent for an entire full length film.
The cast is another place where the movie.is
unconventional, and another place where it shines.
Despite many actors being newcomers or cross-cast
all the actors were suprisingly good. The previously
mentioned ke-T and Chris Rock were two examples
of newcomers filling their roles admirably. But not
even Judd Nelson's goatteecould overshadow Wesley
Snipes' superior portrayal of Nino. Snipes walked
Nino along that edge of corruption, balancing the
character between quiet reserve and bouts of rage.
New Jack City is a movie that does a good job
of getting a message across to the viewer. Unfortunately, the message is overtly-present in the dialogue.
Every main character has a moment in the movie
where they lapse into a message laden monologue.
Whether it be Nino claiming that you have to steal to
stay alive in the Reagan era, or Judd Nelson claiming
that when it comes to crack, 'fl~ isn'hfl black thin_g,,it
isn't a white thing, it's a death thing," the messages
·
are presented point blank.
The story is unmistakebly contemporary and
its soundtrack added to the backdrop of modem
urban life in America~ The soundtrack, available on
Giant Records, mixes appearances by rappers Ice-T,
Queen Latifah, and 2 Live Crew, with the bulk of the
album supplied by R&B groups like Troop, L§!.vert
and Guy. ke-T' s ''New Jack Hustler (Nino's Theme)"
is not only the best song on the album, but will surely
be making its presence known on rap charts in the
.
near future.
New Jack City could mark many beginnings:
for actors, for Mario Van Peebles, and for a new kind
of film making. The ~ast showthe ability to overcome
inconsistencies in production to make a very enjoyable movie.

(Courtesy Photo)
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By J.W. Morss

Muses) ups the accessibility ante for the band on Witness.
Smith's first step apparently was to clean the vocal tracks
up and bring them out in the mix. Smith has done this
successfully, considering the chore Glen Mercer's hushed
deliveryespeciallypresents. Smith has also democratized

~ Arts Staff Reporter
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The Feelies

~ Time for a Witness
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derground) caress? Well if
you have, then you know
about those crazy rhythms
which make you feel all
funny and warm. And if Time for some Feelies
you haven't, then I'd suggest you race out and snatch up ·a copy of the the mix, allowing the bass and drums to partake in the
Feelies' latest, grittiest and possibly grooviest work proceedings (as opposed to often sounding incidental on
to date, Time For A Witness. I mean, how often can earlier Feelies' works- with apologies to Anton Fier).
youformyourownsentencefromthetitles'running Smith's touch has given the Feelies an opportunity to
sequence? For instance: I~you've been "Waiting" parlay their fortune as the critic's perrenial choice into
a long "Time For A Witness," "Sooner Or Later" the people's choice for the first time in their long and
you'll "Decide" about "Doin' It Again" (by her tumultuous career.
'1nvitation," of course), but ''For Now" you can·
TheFeeliesquestformusically''HigherGround"
rest assured that "What She Said" was she'd just started with their debut at Manchester High School in
had a ''RealC:ool Time." OK, it's not Shakespeare, their hometown otHaledon, New Jersey in 1977. Glen
but neither were your English 401 papers.
MercerandBillMillionhavebeensharingthesongwriting,
Producer Gary Smith (Pixies, Throwing guitar-playing, and singing duties for almost 15 years.

The long break between the Feelies' debut Crazy (/)
Rhythms (1980) and their follow-up The Good Earth ~
(1986) was due to label hassles (like getting Stiff- m ·
ed in the UK) and group idiosyncracies (the band C:
used to only play shows on holidays).
Reasons for the "Tl
Feelies not breaking m
through vary. Someargue m
C:
that the market became m
saturated with pleasant en
alternative pop in the mid "Tl
eighties. Others say that m
while the Feelies are ~
competent, they aren't ex- m
ceptional. But 1988's Only en
Life demonstrated for the "Tl
first time that the band as ~
a whole could be greater C:
thanthesumoftheirparts m
by slowing down the en
tempo and allowing group ~
members to veer off the m
main riff once in a while. C:
Time For A Witness
offers further proof that "Tl
(Courtesy Photo) the Feelies are still push- m
ing for greater heights. ~
According to Bill Million, "In the past, if we m
weren't sure of a song's feel, we might try to en
improve through overdubs or in the mix. This "Tl
time we made sure the songs sounded right in ~
their most basic state." There's no denying that C:
the two lengthy jam-outs ''Find A Way'' and m
"What She Said" s~unded right from the start- en
dittoforthethreegroundburnerswhich Witness ~
leads offs with. And although the group's lyrics m
are still wrcU>J>e4 ina veilofobscurity, the snappy C:
m
harmonies of '1~vitation" will make you glad en
you paid to be Felt up.

rn

rn
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Bloc-headsBy Chris Camey
Arts Reporter
BLOC

in the Free Zone
A&M

The heavy metal mecca
of Los Angeles is the home to
BLOC. The idea for BLOC was
concieved in Boston nearly seven
years ago when drummer Christopher Mancinelli met bassist
Steuart Liebig.''I moved out to
L.A.," says Chris, "and Steuart
gavemeacall. We started playing
together, working on a rhythm
section concept for three months.
We reached a plateau and needed
to add another instrument.'' They
hunted down guitarist Nels Cline,
an aquaintance of Steuart' s. The
trio then recruited guitarist NicholasKirgo. "Somemonthslater,
we really wanted to add some
vocals to make our ideas into
songs," Chris explains. Camille
Henry was the result of their
search, and BLOC was complete.
Soon afterwards they
entered theL.Aclubscene. '1think
it's been a while since a band that

Their major label debut,
in the Free Zone , on A&:M, came
nearly two and a half years after
winningtheM'IVBasementTapes By Chris Camey
Award in October 1988. During Arts Reporter
the period after the award they
Kosova Republike
were aproached by many record
labels. They chose not to sign with The Dismal Past
any of them, because it would
Kosova Republike, a
mean compromising their music.
. ~'We had all played in enough seacoast based band recently- rebands to know in a second that if corded a six song EP entitled The
we wanted to sound like other Dismal Past. Lacking a record label
people, wecould," states Camille," the ban1 took the cost of producbutnoneofuswould've feltgrati- tion upon themselves.
Molly Brennan's vocals
fled. We couldn't be anything
other than what we set out to be, are a combination of Siouxsie
and that was to be something dif- -Sioux, Tanya Donnely (Throwing
Muses), Harriet Wheeler (The
ferent."
Sundays),
and Natalie Merchant
BLOC seems to place too .
much importance on the differ- (10,000 Maniacs). Her voice has
ences they have. Different does great potentiaL but her inexperinot always mean good as most of ence has led her to imitate many
in the Free Zone proves. The talent people, and she has yet to disof the group is not in question, it is cover a niche. Guitarist Alan
their desire to be different at any Wright, bassist Michael Guillory,
costs which does them the most and drummer Matthew Gross fill
damage. Camille's voice is strong, out the quartet.
The first track is called
and posseses a great range, but
sheplacestomuchimportance on "Follow the Raven". Alan's guimaking it sound odd. The result tars bring up images of Neil Young

isn't hard rock or metal has had sounds artificial when-combined
our kind of loyal following,"
Camille states. '1 attribute that to
people being starved · for music
that's not the same as everything
else, thats not controlled by radio
playlists."

Kosova Republic, Dismal Past,
bright future at Edible Rex

with the less than exciti~g music.
·The bands desire for
uniqueness places them in the
musical limbo of bands who fail to
grab one's interest, are doomed to
dwell.

reminds one of Sonic Youth. This
is perhaps the strongest song on
theEP.
"Controlled by Lights",
the second song, brings out the
Natalie Merchant part of Molly's
voice with a slight countrylike
edge to it. At one point she recites
one part of the "Our Father" which
comes over slightly tacky, but the
band's point can be understood.
"Acuteness of the
Senses" follows . The first minute
or so of this song seems like a
conversation between Molly and
Alan's guitar. She sings a line and
the guitar seems to answer or
mimic her. The song progresses
and the almost angry sounding
guitar starts to become repetetive.
"Just to Watch You
Breathe" opens the second side.
The Sundays influence is obvious.
Molly sounds like Harriet with a
bit of Natalie mixed in. The rest of
the band seems to have calmed
down from the first side's hard
hitting trio.

on speed, Molly's vocals are

''Bright Side" seems to

heavily influenced by Siouxsie
Sioux. Alan's early Cure influence
is obvious on this track, his
basslines sounding remarkably
familiar. The overall combination

define the reason for the EP's
name. Lyrics such as, "Life brings
me down/ it flattens me out/ being lost is what my lifes about.''
The uplifting music seems to con-

tradict the depressing lyrics. The
lyrics give the impression that life
is pain. One wonders if the band
believes there is a bright side.
Alan's guitar has an appealing
sound which tends to draw one
away from the lyrics themselves.
With Michael's bass and Mathew's
drums the music seems to disagree with the statement made by
Molly's voice. This is first song on
the EP in which the band does not
sound distinctly like another
group. Perhaps this will be the
sound that Kosova Republike will
mature into when they become
more experienced.
"Heartquake" finishes of
the EP and like ''Bright Side"gives
the impresion of a expansion of
the groups personal identity.
While still a little rough
around the edges on this first EP,
the band shows a good deal of
potential for the near future. The
Dismal Past may be a good example of how a band that can
sound good live loses something

in their first studio outing.
Anyone who wants to
check out Kosova Republike can
do so this week when they play at
Edible Rex on Wednesday night.
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Global Village: Beyond the Cold War

"

~

$69 9 5

;:.,:;.:"'
,.._,...,,

-RENTAL RATES-

August 4-10, 1991
Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

This one-week seminar will provide ap overview
of the United States' foreign policy beyond the cold
war. It will help you understand U.S. political,
economic and environmental interdependence with
the world's po.eples and societies.

Global Marketplace:
Business and International Relations

For Incemships and
Academic Seminars

$59. 95

RATES INCLUDE:

During this two-week seminar you will examine the
interaction between government and business in the
United States, Japan, Europe ~d others.
CEKfER

_per day

Weekly
oa·i ly
159.95
24~95
179.95
28.95
199.95
32.95
249.95
39.95
··309.95
49.95
44.95 , 279.95
439.95 ·. .
69.95
209.95
. 34.95

WEEKEND STARTING
AT
SPECIALS

August 11-24, 1991

WASHi~GTO~

~~conpmy
1l'_2°n4y.95·
~-:.1P1_."'

• Unlimited Mileage within New England
"Al8-20 year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
Must have full Coverage Insurance
• Pick Up & Delivery

*

FOR MORE INFORMATION

t

Contact:
Tim Stolz or Scott Taggart
Advising Office
McConnell Hall
8 6 2-3 3 Q9

IOIIH

All new 1990-1991 Fuel Efficient Models
We honor all major credit cards & cash.
, ...,.,.. ,

_
>--t_ _ _...
• llll.VERsr.

8PJIUUINi
T\Alf>ICE

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP . INN
Sliver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
(exit SE)
DOVER
742-2127

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.

• • • • • •
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·Thursday, April 4, 1991
• Strafford Room, MUB
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"'PUMP UP THE VOLUME'

IS CAUSE FOR CELEBRATIONIG)
RAW AND ALIVE.~ SEXY.~
AUDACIOUS.®
RAUNCHY.~
OUTRAGEOUS.$
ExHILARA TING:"

7:30 & 9:00 p.m.
$1 Students

•
•
•
•
••

$2 Non-students

•
•

••

• • • • • •
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m april 5 - Vo! MTV Raps!
. 8pr11 - Gronite State Room, MUB
B april 6 - Back Stage History Saturday Night Live
7:30pm,-Granite State Room, MUB
rm april 8 - P.J. O'Rourke!
7:30pm, Granite State Room, MUB

·APRIL
april 11 - The Second City
7:30pm, Granite State Room, MUB
El april 20 - Rocky Horror Picture Show! _
FREE! Midnight, Snively Arena Parking Lot
m april 24 ~ Travel through Europe, CHEAP with Gil White
7:30pm, Granite State Room, MUB
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plus movies
april 4 - Pump Up the Volume
april 7 - L'Atlante
april 11 - Mystic Pizza
april 14 ~ The Whales of August
april 18.- Miller's Crossing
april 2.1 - Powaqqatsi
april 25 - Hairspray
april 28. - Hail Mary
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st, 2nd , 3 rd

Photo . Show
Granite State Room, MUB
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WANTEDSummer Jobs Outdoors. Over
7,000 openings! National Parks,
forest, fire crews. Send Stamp for
Free details, Sullivan's, 113 E.
Wyoming, Kalispell, Mt. 59901.
CRUISESHIPJOBS-HIRINGMen
-Women. Summer/Year Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL,ExcellentpayplusFREE
travel. Caribean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL
NOW! Callrefundable.1-206-7367000, Ext. 600N2
Business Management and Communication majors build a results
orientated resume by utilizing
communication and selling skills.
$480/week. Call 868-7565.
Free haircuts, perms, and colors.
Men and Women needed for advanced hair designing classes. Call
Hair Styles at 603-742-8817.
Fast fundraising- program $1.000
in one week for your campus organization. Plus a chance at $5,000
more!! This program works. No
investment needed. Call 1-800932-0528 Ext. 50.

Experienced person needed to care
for three children in our North
Hampton home. Live in or out.
References required. (603)964-

9456.
Counselors/Instructors needed at
beautiful residential summer
camp for girls in Vermont. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding, canoeing, waterfront,ceramics,arts/
crafts, dance, drama, tripping.
Summer secretary &: leadership
trainer also needed. Strong skills,
good moral character &: love of
children a must. Academic credit
available. Mid-June-Mid-August.
Female, non-smokers. Contact
Locheam Camp, Box 500, Post
Mills, Vf 05058,802-3334211 days,
603-6432639 eves/wkends.
RAISE A THOU$AND IN A
WEEK - The fundraiser that's
working on 1,800 college campuses! Your campus group can
earn up to $1000 in just one week.
No investment needed. Be first on
your campus. A FREE gift just for
calling. Call now 1-800-765-8472
Ext. 90

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A
SUMMER CAMP-The American
Camping Association (NY) will
make your application avail. to
over 300 camps in the Northeast.

Exciting opportunities for college
students and professionals. Positions avail: all land and water
sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts
and crafts, drama, music, dance,
nature, tripping, R.N.'s, M.D.'s,
athletic, waterfront, and boating
directors. Benefits may include
college credit, travel expenses.
Experience or certification not
necessarily required. CALL OR
WRITE FOR APPLICATION.
AMERICA:t,J CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 12 West 31st Street,
NewYork,N.Y.10001, 1-800-777CAMP.
Tired of working around home in
the summer? Looking for some
highly motivated students for sales
program 1,800 /month call 868-

7565.

eluded. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.
For rent: 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom
house, w / deck, yard. 1 1 /2 miles
to UNH. $900/mo plus utilities.
868-7479.
Durham - Want an apartment two
blocksfromcampusfornextschool
year? In private home, separate
entrance. We want two non-smoking quiet student to share one
bedroom apartment. $244 a month
per student. Utilities paid by
owner. 868-9660.

T-Shirts
.

=~~L/
~TM

Wanted for summer - helper for
handicapped person,$6.25 /hr, no
experience necessary. Part or hJ}l
time. Call Dan at 692-4764.
Wanted: Reliable caring person to
care for adorable 2-year-old boy
when he has a cold and can't go to
daycare. Mon, Wed, or Fri. With
little advance notice. Transportation not a must but wouldn't hurt.
Durham. 659-2895/868-1900.

Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc

SUMMER JOBS - $9.10/hr. or
commission. Advertising sales. No
experience necessary. Training
provided. Work close to school.
Car recommended. Call Steve
Gorman at (800)-344-6766 for details &: application. METRO
MARKETING GROUP.

Jl.rtist on Staff
.... -~---'.I'.......... ..-:,.:.······vy·•· ·:;

HOUS~NGI
==~===·-

3 bedrooms in a restored colonial
in Dover, living room, kitchen,
bath. $595 includes heat and electricity. 3 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen and bath in Dover. $395
plus utilities. Call 742-7908 between 7 - 9 p.m.
Newmarket one ($330) and two
($480) bedroomapts. Rent includes

heat, off street parking and on
COAST. No pets. Phone 868-2281.
DURHAM furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available for
1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from THall. Off street parking. $1,200 per
semester including utilities. After
4 p.m. telephone 868-2217.
Durham - 3, 4 person units available. Walk to Campus. Off-street
parking, heat and hot water in-

•:::=::x:

Newmarket studios, 2 room efficiencies, to5 bedroom apartments.
Paneled, carpeted, parking. Available now, through summer, or
starting in August or September.
Quite buildings, security deposit,
lease, no pets. From $295/mo to
$625/mo: 603-659-2655.
RentattheCoops. Two, three,four,
an_d five person units available.
Walk to all campus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maquire agency, 868-1262.
Durham - 3, 4 person units.available. Walk to campus. Off-street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 868-1632
Lee Apt: 2 br/ 2 pers., furn., carpete<i, sunny, clean. 2.5 mi. from

campus. No pets, non-smokers. - WALL-TO-WALL CARPETGrads Welcome. Avail June 1st ING - 4-UNIT BUILDING IN A
or Sept 1st. $500/mo plus util for RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBOR12 mo l~ase. 9 mo lease Neg. Call HOOD - ONE-BEDROOM/
659-5932.
STUDIO APARTMENT FOR
ONEPERSONRENT$325./MO.
Lee Duplex; 3 br / 4 pers max. AVAILABLE NOW - TWOFurn., carpeted, sunny, clean, 3.5 BEDROOM AP ARTMENTFOR
mi from campus. No Pets, non- TWO PEOPLE - RENT $475./
smokers, Grads welcome. Avail MO. AVAILABLE 6/1.-CALL
JunelstorSeptlst.$755/moplus 868-2458.
util for 12 mo lease. 9 mo lease
neg. Call 659-5932.
SUMMER ROOMS FOR RENT
AT ALPHA GAMMA RHO.
EARLYACTION=BESTHOUSE MALES &: FEMALES; $35 /
FOR NEXT YR! 5 bdrm, 2 ba on WEEK INCLUDES ALL UTILIlake in Dover. 15 min to UNH TIES--2 WEEKS FREE IF EN$1150 /mo, 1 yr lease+ dep.req' d: TIRE SUMMER PAID IN FULL
Avail June 1 749-4558 lv message. BY MAY 26TH; $140 REFUNDABLE ROOM DEPOSIT; FOR
Durham - 3, 4, 5, and 6 person INFO STOP BY 6 STRAFFORD
units avail. Walk to campus-off AVE., OR CALL PHIL OR AL
street parl<ing. Heat + hot water AT 868-9859 OR 868-6658.
included. Call Lou Kyreages 1800-732-4817.
Durham - Wanted female roommate for ~ext year. 12 month
LeeApt;2br/2pers.,furn,sunny, lease but has been subletted for
dean, 2.5 mi from campus, no summer (at full rent!) i'fyou want.
pets, non smokers, summer Davis Court Apts on Madbury
availability, Grads welcome, Rd. 5 person occupancy, you get
$440/mo. plus utilities, 12month your own room. 260/month inlease negotiable Call 659-5932.
clud_es heat and water. Call
Rachel 868-1555.
Lee 3 br duplex, nice; summer
avail., furnished, 3.5 miles from
3 bdrm apts in Dover $200/mo.
campus, no pets,· non-smokers,
includes all utilities! 2 available
suitable for families or Grads
for next year. Call Deb or Katie
$585/mo plus utilities, 12 mo.
749-3313 for more information.
lease negotiable Call 659-5932. ·
Apartment for rent - Durham
SIXTH STREET - VERY LARGE
residential Area - 1 bedroom,
THREE-BEDROOM AP ARTliving room, kitchen, bath w /
MENT - KITCHEN IS LARGE
shower, electricity included.
ENOUGH FOR A TABLE - IN
$450/mo. 2 parking spaces. No
TOWN LOCATION -CLOSE TO
pets. COAST bus near by 659COAST BUS - HOT WATER IN5732.
CLUDED-$525. MONTH/RENT
-RESIDENTPAYSFORHEAT &:
Summer Rooms Available ELECTRICITY - CALL 742-6242.
Student House 4 bedrooms,
kitchen, living room &: 2 baths,
YOUNG DRIVE, DURHAM, NH
plenty of parking, 1 mile from T- THREE BEDROOMS - 1 FULL
Hall. Lease and security deposit
BATH, 2 HALF BATHS- FULLY
required. $200 per morith call
APPLIANCED - BASEMENT
after 6 p.m. 332-2568. Ask for
STORAGE - COUNTRY SETElaine.
TING-CLOSETO UNH-LEASE
TERM8/30/91-5/24/92-RENT
Fall Rooms Available - Student
$1;155. PER PERSON PER SEHouse 4 bedrooms, kitchen, liv- ·
MESTER - TOTAL $13,860.
ing room ~ w baths, includes
BASED ON SIX-PERSON OCheat. 1 mile from T-Hall. Lease
CUPANCY-CALL 742-6242.
and security deposit required.
Call after 6 p.m. 332-2568. Ask
NICE APARTMENT FOR RENT
for Elaine.
IN DURHAM, MILL ROAD ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT
- CLOSE TO CAMPUS-AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1, 1991 HEAT &: HOT WATER INCLUDED-SORRY-NOPETS
- RENT - $625./MONTH (2
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
PEOPLEMAX)-CALL 86S-2458.
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As
HANSONSTREET-DOVERNH reported in NY Times &: Let's
- HOT WATER INCLUDED Go!) AIRHITCH(r) 212-864PAVEDOFF-STREETPARKING
2000.

I J!I/I TRAVEL I
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IJJ:RVICES I
Window restoration and house
painting. Interior and exterior.
Reglaze those old windows before you have to replace. Experienced, estimates - 207-363-1110.
Greg.
Word Processing - F~st and accurate. $1.50 per page. Spell check.
Research and resume service also
available. Call Diana -659:-2359.
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING AND TYPESETTING
FOR REPORTS, THESES, CORRESPONDENCE, TAPE TRANSCRIPTION, LASER PRINTING.
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE,
QUICKRETURN.JANETBOYLE
659-3578.
CASH FORCOLLEGE-Over$100
million is scholarships and grants
goes unclaimed each year. For informationon howyoumayapply,
sendnameandaddressto:College
Scholastic Services, 816 Augusta
St., Marinville, Va. 24112.
TYPING ON CAMPUS, FAST
RELIABLE SERVICE, $1.00 PER
PAGE, CALL HEATHER 8624007 OR 4008. HALL PHONSS
KEEP TRYING!

FOR
SALE
Black 1985 Cutlas Cierra
Oldsmobile, limited mileage on
l}ewengine, new brakes, new paint
job, A/C, AM/FM stereo. Looks
and runs great. $2,9S0 or hPst offer.
Call 433-1975 after 5 p.m. or leave
message.
Stereo equipment, Hamon
Khardon Amplifier, TechI\i-csTurn
Table, Sony Cassette Desk, Marantz
Speakers, RCA Video 'Recorder,
Package $750 or sell separate 207363-1110.
Gibson ES-175 /CC with hard case
100% condition $500 firm, Roland
Cube-20 Amp.$75Cal1Paul. Leave
Message 433-5848.
1986FordEscort. Wellmaintained,
never a problem, many new parts.
Asking $2,000. Call Kim 749-6712.
IBM Laptop computer & IBM
graph Pro Printer. Asking $300
each. Call Kim 749-6712.
Selling 35 meal card with 29 meals
left.Pricenegotiable.Ca11862-7538.
Leave message.
For sale: '83 VW - CTI, sunroof,
grey, 67k, 5-speed, cassette, 4 new
tires/battery, $2,000 or b.o. 8686832.

New Location: AV AT AR Fine
Consignments, Finch Plaza, Portsmouth A venue, Exeter, New
Hampshire, Women's,Children's,
Prom, Bridal, Men's, Misc; Excellent quality at a fraction of the cost.
Hours: Tuesday - Saturday: 9:305:00, Thursday: 9:30-7:00, 603-7787245.

CalGym Oddessy Multi-Station
Gym, like new. $2,500 new, moving asking $1,200. Atkinson: 3624614 anytime, or 362-4746; message to 868-5122.
1986 Plymouth Horizon $350 or
b.o. 743-6772, Jenn, leave a message. _
NEW 1991 RACING AND EXTREME SKIS!!! K2, ATOMIC,
DYNASTAR-MANYSIZES-$250$300. RACING BINDINGS $135
AND UP. CALL 10AM - 11PM
CHRIS 868-5468.
For Sale: Diadora Cycling Cleats,
excellent condition, size: 40 $45 or
best offer, call Jill at 743-0827 if
interested.
Honda CB400 1980 Electric Start,
Good engine; fun ride. $500. Call
Phil at 868-3034.

IPERSON:;1
To whoever stole my leather jacket
from Phi Kap on Friday night, 3 /8,
please return it to the MUB Info
Desk. If you want the coat please
return my keys and ID to MUB
Info Desk - Heather,
You faithful MUSO films director
is now selecting movies for next
semester. To prevent a Cher film
festival or 'Thank God it's Friday''
in cinemascope, bring _your suggestions to the MUSO office by
Friday, April 5th.
COCOA BEACH CHRISTY -Hey,
where the heck is my earring? Call
Matthew at Tufts 617-629-9621.
(Gee I'm so tough, Tee Hee Hee).

Andy Seale: How would long
AspecialthankstoJillandSuefor . fingernails feel on your ... never
their work on Greek God - It's in mind. I promise I'll be gentle.
the wood!!

Attention Seniors: The 1991
Granite Yearbook needs photographs. We supply the film and
develop it. Pictures that are published in. the book are compensated. Stop by Room 215, MUB or
call 862-1599. Get you and your
friends in there.
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The Five Bucks
and Baro
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~ Happy 21st, ~
~

C'L...Maureen,

w

,

~

Q

Happy Belated 21~,t,

§) Karen ~ ,

742-6242

out... backstage with Saturday ~
Night Live April 6, Granite State
Rm,MUB.
~

~

SubmityourbestworktoMUSO's ~
10th annual photo show! Entries ~
du_e April 29 in MUSO office - ~
basement of the MUB. Call 862- ~
1485 for more info!
~

~

~

(ho_t water included - off street parking)

mVoung
*

R
E ~~
~
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~
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*
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~ * One bedroom/Studio, $325
~

~

A ~~
L ~i~
~

(hot water included - off street parking)

Drive, Durham:

Three bedrooms,
$1155 per person, per semester
Six person occupancy

· Young Drive and Dover Locations!

s .!~
~

He's hot! He's hip! He's funny! ~.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,.,,.,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,,.,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,.,.,,.,.,,.,,.,.,.,,.,,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,..,,.,,.,.,,.,,.,.,.,,.,.,.,J
fyteet D.J. O'Rovrice April 8,
Granite State Rm, MUB.

Number One - Glad we talked
and finished the unfinished business. The ball is in your court this
time and depending on the play
you choose, I have a great idea
and surprise for you. AMLA,
Your#l Fan.

fhank You.

.

~~

Cyndee - I don't throw "fits" for
the health of it. I really didn't
O
~~ t h"m k you cared regardless.

~~

~~ _C_a_pt___C_roo_k__-1-th-in_k_y_o_u are
~~ wonderfulevenifldobetterthan

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•

~ Dover:
Three bedroom apartment, $525
Unruly Band of Underground ~
Two bedroom apartment, $475
Comedy Renegades!?!? Check it

_

n

~6ecca

~

;,r..;,r..}'f..}'f..}'f..}'f..}'f..;,r..}'f..)

Happy Birthday Will - I love you
~
tons-R

~~ Teal Nishiki Rueblo stolen 3/26.
Any information of its where
n
~~ abouts contact 868-3768 or "qui~~ etly'' return to 24 Madbury Rd.

I

I love you...

i-,'/h
~. !E~!:. au!!~

~~

ove YOU'
4-3-7Q

:~!

Happy
Birthday
Will!

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

f

,,,, - - - - - - - - - -

Happy
21 st
Birthday

Here's to six
months and
~other year ...

Greg - Thanks a ton for fixing
From: Scott, Matt,
mywalkman. Itworksgreat. I've
~
Simmy, Dan, Steph, Sue •
even figured out how to work the
door. Thanks again and again. I ,;r,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,,,.,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,.
owe you a beer or two. Or a
pitcher.

ADOPTION - We've bedtime
stories, ~ocking chair, and much
love, but no baby...yet. Can yoµ
help? Call Sue and Jamie collect
about adoption, (802)-235-2312.

:~:

Jen, Soriy about the April fool's
joke, I love you and I don't want
you to move, E.

Absence makes the heart grow
fonder and louder and bigger.
Happy Birthday Will- I love you,
but I suppose you already know
that- I just thought I'd say it again
and again and again. Love -R

Black 1985 Cutlas Cierra
Oldsmobile, limited mileage on
new engine, new brakes, new paint
job, A/C, AM/FM stereo. Looks
and runs great. $2,950 or best offer.
Call 433-1975 after 5 p.m. or leave
message.

.,.

Laura-here's to the last weekend a
t waterville! NOw time for some
fun in the sun ( or the room)- love
the photo god ...

Coming soon!! The senior of Delta
Zeta are hosting a spring pancake
breakfast. Come let the seniors
serve you! $3.00 all you can eat,
April 6th. Look for your favorite
Delta Zeta senior today!

Students, staff, and faculty please
put old clothes into trashbags. I'll
take them to the Salvation Army
to help other people out. 1-207698-1463.

:~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

you in econ. I know you can catch
up, you want to play nintendo.
Have fun tomorrow playing the
japanese game (it may be your last
chance)! Love, Your Bimbo.

Henry
Briggs
Academfc
Achievement Award, 3.0 GPA
required. For application, send
name and address to: Henry
Briggs Award, Suite 117, 2673
Broadway, New York, NY 10025.

Hey, Wankas! Think MUSO movies are "cheezy?'~ No one to blame
but YOURSELF! Bring movie ideas
for next semester to the MUSO
office by Friday, April 5th.

Signatures to support the troops
sign the sheet in the downstairs
lobby of Zais Hall.
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SAVE UP TO

20o/o

ON EVERYTHING IN
J'l OUR STORE.
• Candles
• Greeting Cards
-y-·O.- - • Crafts
• Beads
~t~.
Supplies
} 1 --~ · • Craft
• Posters
Frames
• Custom Framing
• Art Prints
\ .(1., ·.~,-.> . ·
• Children's Books -~ (r·
• Photo Frames

'll?

\'~t:rJ/;:~.r· •

.. •

the-01--it vi\.ck_
44 Main Street Durham, NH

868-7027
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Granite State Room; MUB
April 12 & 13

It's a

Delicate Balance ...

Support the
Teeter Totter Marath·o n
for

Greenpeace
If your group wants to sponsor a team,
contact Sharon at x2268
Sponsored by Residential Programs

UNH Celebrates
. -=1(Q
April 1 - April 8, 1991

Tuesday 4/2:

Sunday 4/7:

□

□

Lecture:
.
Sexuality and People with Disabilities

ISLANDSIDE

12:30 - 2:00p.m., Senate Room, MUB
□

Sign Language Class
6:00 - 8:00p.m., Hillsborough Room, MUB

□

Discussion: "Differently-Abled"
8:30 p.m., Sullivan Room, MUB

Wednesday 4/3:
□

Wheelchair Basketball Game Featuring:

STAINLESS STEELERS
vs.

UNHWOMEN'S
BASKETBALL TEAM
7:00-9:00p.m., Field House Gymnasium
$2 Students/$3 Non-Students

Dance to the music of

·

7:00-11 :00p.m., Granite State Room, MUB
*FREE*FREE*FREE*FREE*

M~nday 4/8:

Equipment and
Resource Exhibits
10:00a._m. - 4:00p.m., Strafford Room MUB_
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MUSO PRESEN TS AN EVENIN G WITH

''Am.erica's HOTTEST, HIPP EST
Satir ist, Hu1n orist and
Polit.ical Sage ... " ·
.. r-.

-'

P .J. O'ROURKE -

The funniest writer according to the New York Times and the
Wall Street Journal.

The person voted best person to sit next to at a dinner p·arty.
Former writer/ editor of National Lampoon.
Writer /Internati onal Affairs Editor for Rolling Stone.
Freelance Colun1nist, just back fron1 Saudi Arabia.
- Author of Holidays in Hell, Republica n Party Reptile,- and Modern
Manners, and the soon to be released Parliamen t of Whores.
\

Mond ay, April 8, 1991 -- 7:30 P.M.
Gran ite State Room MUB
STUDEN TS (with I.D.): $2

NON-ST UDENTS : $5
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-UNH Intramural Champions
~orec bowling
The Knockers

Men's minor volleyball
O.C. Pound

Men's minor hockey
Skull's Majic

Women's minor
-volleyball
Alpha Xi Delta II.

Men's major hockey .
6-1 Hitters

Men's major volleyball
Richardson spikin' six
pack

Women's major
volleyball
Hitchcock Hall

UNH
Athlete
ofthe

Week
EVERY MONDAY
$2.00
small cheese pizza
EVERY TUESDAY
$1.95
small cheese pizza

fll

EVERY WEDNESDAY
$4.00
lg..cheese pizza & free drink

presented
by:

DICK UMILE

HAYDEN "ATHLETE" OF
THE WEEK
University of New Hampshire
head men's hockey coach Dick
Umile takes the honors this
week. He was named the Boston
Gridiron Club Division I Hockey
Coach of the Year last week, and
• will receive the honor at a
banquet on April 10 in Randolph,
·
Mass.
HAYDEN
Umile guided UNH to a
22-11-2 record this past season,
SPORTS
the first 20-win campaign for the
since the 1983-84
Wildcats
38 Main Street
season. Only two teams at New
Durham,NH
have ever won more
Hampshire
·
03824
games.

Look for the ''Athlete of the Week" every

Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire!
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UNH to host NCAA Regionals

The UNH women's lacrosse
team, ranked sixth in the nation,
'drop?.d to 1-1 on the season after
a heart-breaking 8-7 loss at Yale
on Saturday.
Yale's Anja King scored with
just 55 seconds remaining in the

to

cover
women's
lax or
crew.
Call
Glenn
or .Steve
.a tTNH

UNH gymnasts will be the host of
the NCAA Northeast Regionals.
This is the first year that UNH has
hosted the event because the larger
schools such as Ohio and Penn
State areusuallygiven that honor.
There will be six other teams
competing Saturday night. They
are Ohio State, Penn State, Kent
State the Pittsburgh, Bowling
Green and Indiana.
The Wildcats without a doubt
belong in the NCAA Northeast
Regionals. They have had an incredible season with brand new,
flashy routines that made it relatively easy for the team to break
school records.
The Wildcats have been fortunate with a lack of major injuries. In gymnastics, as well as in
many other sport~, there is always
a high risk of injury. Besides the
senior Laura Parades' knee injury
there weren't any other major
problems. ·
.
Since this is the final meet of
the season and such an important
meet, the home crowd is necessary. Tickets have been · going

By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor

We need
you

Katie McGowan
Sports Staff Reporter
· On Saturday at 7 p.m. the

quickly so please buy yours today.
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(1490).
UNH will host the NCAA Regional for the fint time. (file photo).

contest to down the Wildcats.
Laura Clark and Kierstin Coppola
each scored two goals for UNH.
Alita Haytayan, Liz Brickley, and
Anna Hill netted single tallies. All
UNH goals in the game, which
was tied 3-3 at halftime, were
unassisted.
Christa Hansen had four
saves in the Wildcat net, while
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Sacred Heart
thuDlps baseball
Hockey lands
four recruits
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor

The UNH hockey team will
lose two defenseman and two
forwards with the graduating
senior class. UNH coach Dick
Umile has recruited two replacements at each position who will
be coming to Durham in the fall.
The official signing date for
recruits is April 10, but Umilehas
received verbal commitments
from three players. Another
player signed his letter of intent
during the early signing period
last November.
Eric Flinton, a 6'2", 185 lb.
left wing from Williams Lake,
British Columbia, could be the
cream of the crop. Flinton played
for the Notre Dame Hounds of
the SaskatchewanJunior A league
this past season.
"He's a big wing similar to a
Chris Winnes in his height and
his skating," Umile said. "We
expect him to be a scorer with
immediate impact. He was a very
sought-after recruit. He's a very
good student, all the Ivy League
schools and North Dakota tried
to recruit him."
The other forward coming
to UNHis Eric Royal, a 6', 175 lb.
native of Rochester, NH. Royal is
currently finishing up a postgrad uateyear at Berwick (Maine)
Academy where he played for
former UNH coach Charlie Holt
who has come out of retirement.
Royal racked up 40 goals and 45
assists for 85 points in just 20
games for the 17--3 Bulldogs.
Royal led Spaulding High School

Pioneers to an 11-2 win.
UNH used three pitchers in
the 5th alone. Chris Schott pitched
into the 5th, Dan Gilmore couldn't
get out of the 5th, Peter Leavitt
closed out the inning.
The final twc,> innings were
pitched by Mike Hayward, a
freshman. Hayward set down six
straight Sacred Heart batters.
In the 1st inning, Dave Stewart
(2 hits) led off and was hit by a
pitch. Jeff Neijadlik singled and

Dan Sweet drove home Stewart
with a sacrifice fly.
In *e 2nd inning, Jim Neary
reached on a two-base error and
Willie Lees singled him home.
Jon Batchelder, tied for the
team batting average lead (.500),
had two hits for the Wildcats. Tied
with Batchelder are Ralph Suozzo
and Gardner O'Flynn.
UNH next takes to the field
Saturday for two games against
Northeastern in Brookline, Mass.

The UNH Wildcats went 0for-the-weekend. It's not as bad as
it sounds. The 'Cats didn't drop
the scheduled three games, they
only lost one. The other two were
snowed out. Yes, baseball games,
snowed out.
After taking a 2-0 lead, saw it
to the NH state championship in. narrowed to 2-1 and then struck in
the 5th. Sacred Heart pushed
1989-90.
. "He (Royal) not only can across eight runs, propelling the
score," Umile said, "but he's a very
good playmaker. Charlie feels he's
an excellent hockey player and team
player."
Kent Schmidtke, a teammate
of UNH goalie Jeff Levy with the
Rochester Mustangs of the United
States Hockey League in 1989-90,
has also committed to UNH.
Schmidtke is a 5'11 ", 180 lb.
defenseman from St. Charles, llli- ·
nois.
As captain of Rochester this
season Schmidtke had 6-33-39
numbers in 44 games. "He's very
good puckhandling, has gpod balance, and good defensive skills,"
Umilesaid.
The early signee is Ted Russell
a 5'10" 185 lb. defenseman from St.
John's, Newfoundland who is expected to bring a bruising style of
playtoSnively Arena. "He's a tough
kid. We think he's going to be a
top-notch defenseman in our
league. He's a very strong skater.
He was considered one of the top .
defenseman in Toronto."
Russell spent the past season
~kating for Thon Hill of the Metro The UNH Wildc=at baseball team is 7-4 on the young 1991 season. (file photo)
JuniorBleagueintheTorontoarea.
That league has produced several
past and current Wildca~s.
Russell and Schmidtke will
compete with Chris Jensen, who
will be a senior, and Scott Malone,
who was redshirted as a freshman
this season, for the two open spots
in the UNH defense. Royal and
Flinton will be competing with
several returnees for two spots
opening up among the forwards.

Yankee·Conference
expands, realigns

Jeff Levy named
Easi All-American
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor
UNH freshman goalie Jeff
Levy is continuing to rake in the
hardware. Over the weekend he
was named to the East Second
Team of the 1990-91 All-American Team.
Levy is the first UNH freshmaneverto receive All-American
honors,and the first Wildcat since
. Andy Brickley in 1981-82. The
teams, selected by the American
Hockey Coaches Association,
were announced at the NCAA Fi-

By Rob Heenan
Sports Staff Reporter

nal Four in St. Paul Minnesota over
the weekend.
Levy, who is from Salt Lake
City, Utah, has already been
named Hockey East Rookie of the
Yearand second team All-Hockey
East. Boston College' r.; Scott
Cashman was first team All-HE,
but it was Les Kuntar of St.
Lawrence that beat Levy out for
first team East All-American.
Levy compiled a record of 157-2 with a 3.22 goals against average and .905 save percentage
which was the best in the nation.

Bowes concerned about playoff implications

By Rob Heenan
· Sports Staff Reporter
Thr~ new schools will be
competing in the Yankee Conference. Northeastern University,
James Madison University and the
College of William & Mary will be
joining the football-only conference for the 1993 season.
The conference will be realigned for the 1993 season into
two divisions: the New England
Division and the Mid-Atlantic
Division.
Current members UNH,
Boston University, University of
Connecticut, University of Maine,
University of Massachusetts, and

University of Rhode Island will
make up the New England Division.
The University of Delaware,
University of Richmond and
Villanova University, all current
members, will be joined by William & Mary,JMU, and NU in the
Mid-Atlantic Division.
'1'm just worried about the
Conference Championship," said
UNH coach Bill Bowes. "If there

Yankee Conference," said Conference Commissioner David M.
Nelson. "Each of these colleges
have been strong non-league rivals to our existing colleges. We
feel the additions of James Madison, Northeastern and William &
Mary will enhance our league for
years to come."
Bowes said that the competition in the league will be increased. "James Madison will be a force to

are two teams, one in the north

be reckoned with. Their potential

and one in the south, and they
haven't played, who's the champion?"
"These three institutions are
outstanding additions to the

is extraordinary. The great parity
in our league still won't be diminished."
Teams will play a nine league
conference schedule in 1993.

